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Abstract

This report presents a project with the aim to develop methods for large companies on how to work with energy efficiency that stretches along the value chain. By studying organizational conditions and physical effects on energy and climate for six cases in three companies, recommendations are given to businesses and governments on how to work for increased life cycle energy efficiency.

The results point to a range of organizational and economic challenges, but also to enablers. Four strategies for progress were identified: A) Find and share the life cycle benefits, B) Get focus and priorities in line C) Enable and encourage understanding and action, and D) Seek or create a way forward.

The study points to the need to be strategic, and to translate this strategy into priorities and operational work. Yet, it must be recognized that life cycle thinking is not the work by one company and there is a call for cross-actor arenas to discuss and develop governance of value chains beyond the act of single companies.
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1 Introduction

Large multinational corporations active in Sweden have an important role to play to achieve both energy policy objectives and environmental targets. ABB has, for example, adopted a target of reducing energy consumption in the Group by 2.5% per year, the Volvo Group has adopted an environmental challenge that all sites should have a plan for how they will be CO₂ neutral, and AkzoNobel has set a target to reduce carbon footprint by 25% in a value chain perspective. To use the power of such voluntary efforts is important to achieve national goals such as efficient use of energy, renewable energy, non-toxic environment and reduced climate impact.

An important contribution is enterprises’ development of their own products and services. AB Volvo could with the production of its hybrid truck show 30% lower fuel consumption (Volvo Trucks, 2014) and the ABB paint robot FlexPainter reduced carbon dioxide emissions in automotive finishing by half (with 2,000 tonnes less carbon dioxide and 3.4 million SEK lower energy costs in a normal-sized car factory (ABB, 2014). Development can also be achieved through incremental improvements, where for example the SCA during the period 2008-2011 reduced the overall carbon footprint of hygiene products such as diapers and sanitary napkins by up to 18% (CPM, 2013).

A common denominator of the examples above is that the companies to reach these potentials improved energy and resource efficiency not only within its own operations, but in the entire value chain - by reducing the need for energy and resources throughout the life cycle of the product, from raw material extraction to use and end of life. Such a “lifecycle perspective” on what should be optimized, opens up for much stronger impacts on resource and energy efficiency, than measures made in own operations alone. IKEA Group's latest sustainability report shows that the group saved 40 million Euros through energy efficiency improvements in department stores and warehouses 2010-2013. Simultaneously, the sales of LED lights has enabled more than twice as large energy savings among customers - the equivalent of 86 million euros - only in 2013 (IKEA Group, 2014), as illustrated in Figure 1.

Historically, Swedish industry has been successful in increasing general productivity while also improving energy efficiency. From 1993 to 2010, energy intensity (final energy use per added value) has decreased by 36%, mainly through the introduction of new processes or new plants (IVA, 2013a), but also through conversion to more electricity based processes and production. However, the study does not present any evidence that energy efficiency from a life cycle perspective has increased; lower final energy use in manufacturing does not necessarily result in overall lower energy use.

Despite promising energy and economic potentials, a life cycle perspective of products and businesses is yet unusual in practice. Larsson and Gebert (2008) have studied supply chains and customer requirements for energy efficiency among a range of companies in different sectors: Volvo, Schenker, SSAB, Cascades, Stora Enso, IKEA, ICA, Perstorp, ABB, Alfa Laval, and Statoil. At the time of the study, only a few companies with direct customer contact, such as IKEA and ICA, put pressure on energy on their suppliers. In 2013, a survey of environmentally innovative actions among the 100 largest Swedish companies showed that measures so far had focused primarily on energy efficiency, renewable energy and materials within own operations. Measures in the value chain was found to be rare (Brunklaus et al. 2013, see also Arnfalk et al. 2008).
Yet for companies to proceed in their sustainability ambitions, this is where many of the solutions have to be sought. Now that many of the “internal” measures have been implemented, further implementation of a life cycle approach is regarded necessary. In a study on resource efficiency in European manufacturing industries, optimization at individual company level was found to save about 10% of the studied firms’ resource consumption at best, while value chain optimization had the potential to reach 20% - over the entire value chain - by using best available technology (Greenovate!Europe, 2012). Also the Swedish Energy Agency identifies the life cycle perspective as central to achieve the Swedish environmental objectives in areas such as non-toxic environment, reduced climate impact and sustainable energy systems (Statens Energimyndighet, 2011, Energimyndigheten 2015).

Further implementation of the life cycle approach involves major challenges: Established norms of what system to optimize, and how risk and profit are distributed in the value chain is challenged. A change may require new ways of looking at whose responsibility it is to manage and develop environmental and energy issues, or new ways to organize and manage business practices. Today, a life-cycle analytical approach is often limited to corporate environmental or research and development departments (Winnes, 2013; Rex and Baumann, 2006). Large groups such as SCA, ABB, AkzoNobel, SKF and Volvo Group have, for example, all in house expertise in environmental or development departments, at the same time as they recognize that life-cycle thinking needs to have a greater impact on decisions and practices in more parts of the organization, as well as in the value chain, to achieve new business, products and services with significantly less environmental impact (CPM, 2012).

In this project we study how large companies can work to bring energy and resource optimization across the entire value chain. The aim is to highlight impacts and identify ways of working to encourage energy and resource-efficient solutions throughout the value chain - from raw material supply to end of life. The project is a cross-industry and interdisciplinary study providing recommendations for companies’ internal work, while still recognizing that structures and incentives outside of the specific firm may also have an impact. By increasing awareness of the opportunities and methods for wider use of environmental life cycle, the project aims to help Sweden achieve environmental and energy policy objectives at the same time as contributing to increased industrial sustainability and competitiveness.
1.1  Aim and scope

The purpose of this project has been to develop methods for, and disseminate results on, how large companies can work with energy efficiency that stretches across actors in the value chain. By studying both organizational conditions and physical effects on resources, energy and climate for a number of cases, recommendations are given on how businesses and governments can include or encourage life-cycle actions in industry.

The long term goal is increased competitiveness through energy and resource efficient production and consumption systems. The project contributes to this by highlighting how companies and governments can facilitate and benefit from increased value chain perspectives in their energy efficiency work.

1.1.1  Delimitations

This report focuses the individual firm’s ability to adopt energy efficiency along value chains. We specifically study aspects that affect the individual company, or actions that this company can do, although recognizing that a firm is influenced by and interacts with a wider context.

Focus in this study is on ways of working for large companies who want to develop in the direction toward more life-cycle thinking. We do not go into detail what kind of companies should or might want to do this kind of work. Also the case studies focus voluntary measures, over and above current regulations by law. All case studies are made in large multi-national groups with strong brands and extensive experience in life cycle thinking.

The case studies look at life cycle of work based on barriers and drivers experienced within the studied companies. Focus is on how people within the companies perceive his/her work and its relation to other actors. Other stakeholders and actors in the supply chain, such as suppliers and customers, have not been interviewed. The aim with the case studies has been to pin-point aspects beyond technology and data, such as organizational and motivational aspects, with a focus on difficulties and possibilities perceived in large organizations.

1.2  Method

This project is interdisciplinary and combines interpretative research on organizational and business perspectives on product and business strategy with the calculations of effects on resources, energy and climate.

1.2.1  Procedure

The project is based on six case studies to gain in depth understanding of different approaches and ways of working in large companies, and their effects on energy and resources through the value chain. The case studies were complemented with a literature review, and preliminary results were analyzed and discussed with a broader group of industry and government representatives to jointly develop and disseminate conclusions and recommendations of high validity and relevance.

The work was divided into five work packages (WP), which both build on each other and were part of an iterative process.
1.2.1.1 WP1 – Project management

The project was managed through a project group consisting of researchers as well as representatives from the Swedish Life Cycle Center and the participating companies. A reference group was also selected with expertise in complementary fields including production, law and life cycle management. The reference group provided inputs on e.g. findings from the literature, means to analyze data, preliminary empirical results and possible connections to related studies.

1.2.1.2 WP2 – Establishment of framework

A practically oriented framework was developed to capture the internal and external dynamics of different working practices in the upcoming case studies. This work included a compilation of previous literature on the drivers, barriers and enablers for life cycle based energy efficiency and business solutions. Together with screening interviews with company representatives, this compilation formed the basis for the design of interview guidelines and analysis.

1.2.1.3 WP3 – Case studies

Six case studies were made in three large production companies representing different industry sectors ABB (engineering), AB Volvo (automotive) and AkzoNobel (chemical). The case studies aimed at illustrating the interaction between strategy/organization and concrete effects on energy and the environment. Organizational conditions and potential impact on competitiveness were identified through documents and interviews. Data was collected through interviews and workshops with representatives having both environmental and energy efficiency positions, as well as people from product development, business strategy, sales and marketing. Impact and potential for improvement of environmental and energy effects in a life cycle perspective were quantified by the researches from document studies and additional information from the respondents.

1.2.1.4 WP4 – Analysis and validation

The literature studies (WP2) and the results from case studies (WP3) jointly formed the base for the analysis to provide deeper understanding of ways of working and incentives internally and externally. To validate and strengthen the analysis and develop practical viable recommendations and methods, a workshop was made on the preliminary results. In this workshop both people from the case study companies and additional business representatives from the Swedish Life Cycle Center took part, as did a representative from the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency.

1.2.1.5 WP5 – Dissemination of results

Results from the project are reported on in this report, which for sake of wider dissemination also is part of the report series of both the Swedish Life Cycle Center and SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden. Preliminary results of the project have also been presented at the 7th International Conference on Life Cycle Management in Bordeaux, September 2015, and discussed in a workshop within the Swedish Life Cycle Center.

It became very clear during the project that there is a general need for increased corporate and policy understanding of the life cycle perspective. As a result it was decided to complement this final report with a power point targeting functions other than the environmental. An illustrator was engaged to assist in framing the message in an inspiring
and easily understandable way. The resulting power point is intended to be used within agencies and large companies as a point of departure for discussion and further work.

1.2.2 Data collection

The results in this report are based on scientific literature, company reports as well as primary data collected from interviews and workshops.

1.2.2.1 Literature studies

The literature review has been made on a range of research scholars, on drivers, barriers and ways forward to increase energy efficiency along the life cycle. Literature on life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle management (LCM) are complemented with previous research in green supply chain management, operations management, green lean, and energy efficiency. These provide additional insights on organizational and commercial challenges and limitations when attempting to apply a life cycle energy perspective, such as lack of motivation and discord incentives in the value chain. As this project mainly have been empirically based, the literature review shall not be considered exhaustive, and is more of a screening focusing the intersection between "traditional" energy efficiency and the management of life cycles and value chains.

1.2.2.2 Interviews and document studies

The case studies were selected together with the project representative of each participating company. After selection, in depth interviews were made with selected people with large involvement and knowledge in each case. 1-3 people were interviewed per case. In all, 11 interviews were made in the study. Each interview lasted about 1.5 h. Direct notes were taken in all interviews, in addition most of the in depth case interviews were also recoded with permission for internal notes. Case interviews were complemented with document studies such as company webpages, sustainability reports and internal documents. Interview template for the case study interviews can be found as Appendix A.

Preliminary results were discussed in workshops with both the reference group and peer life cycle experts in the Swedish Lifecycle Center.

1.3 Industrial context

The project was carried out within the Swedish Life Cycle Center (SLC, formerly CPM), a cross-industry center of excellence focusing on the implementation of life cycle thinking in industry and other parts of society. Partners in SLC are ABB, AkzoNobel, SCA, SKF, Volvo Group, Volvo Car Group, Vattenfall, NCC Construction, the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, SP, IVL, Chalmers, SLU – Department of Energy and Technology and KTH. Within SLC, a wider distribution of the life-cycle concept, both within businesses and through value chains, has been identified as crucial for taking the knowledge we already have about how products and services can become more resource and energy efficient to use in society (CPM, 2012; CPM, 2013).

1.4 Guide for readers

This report is fairly comprehensive in describing procedures and results, since much of the results are based on understanding and context in each of the studied cases. The
different chapters are, however, designed to be possible to read relatively independently, and can be selected based on the interest of each reader.

The concluding chapter, *Conclusions and recommendations*, may well be used as an executive summary of the entire report for those wanting a shortcut to the main results of the study.

## 2 A value chain perspective on energy efficiency

Energy efficiency in-house is a well-known win-win activity. The next step is to reduce energy and resources throughout the value chain, from raw material to end of life. Energy efficiency can be related to much more than energy used in production. In fact, most operations in a value chain directly or indirectly affect energy use.

The merit of a value chain perspective is to avoid sub optimizations across actors and processes. It encourages people to focus on how the different parts of the production and consumption system are interlinked and the fact that measures in one part of the chain have effects in other parts. For example a company that contracts out an energy intense process to a supplier decreases its own impact, but in terms of the entire system no improvement has occurred. However, with a value chain perspective such sub optimisations can be avoided and optimisations made over the whole system of actors. This is sometimes referred to as life cycle thinking.

### 2.1 Life cycle thinking

The life cycle concept deals with energy and materials efficiency over the entire life of products or services “from cradle to grave”, i.e. from raw material extraction, all the way through production, transportation, retail and use to disposal or to new products and services. It takes as its starting point physical flows of energy and material and emphasise the need to broaden the scope from optimizing a single operation or actor to optimize energy and resources throughout the entire value chain (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. With life cycle thinking, the scope of optimization of energy and resources extends from a single site to the full value chain.](image)

Some characteristics of the life cycle perspective include:
- It considers all impacts associated with a product or service, irrespective of where they occur.
- It optimises across systems of actors instead of inside the boundaries of a company or function
- It focuses measures on where the greatest impact occurs seen over the entire life cycle, not only on processes within the company’s direct control.

With this as the starting point for action, re-focusing takes place, such as:

- An increased focus on collaboration, coordination and communication of actors in the value chain
- An altered view of responsibility and scope of action, e.g. the producing company acknowledging the importance of influencing raw material suppliers or the use phase
- A higher degree of systems solutions, e.g. the idea of comparing value chain against value chain or of completely redefining business models
- A higher awareness of risks in the entire value chain, including changes in future conditions of e.g. predicted resource scarcity or uncertain social and environmental effects.

2.2 Life cycles stretches across actors and nations

As stated above, life cycle thinking considers all impacts associated with a product or service, irrespective of where they occur. Many large corporations have global supply chains and products sold on international markets. Thus it is seldom feasible to discuss national boundaries or effects of life cycle actions (see figure 3).

Figure 3. Most life cycles are global, and include activities and effects beyond a specific nation.
2.3 Products and processes can be part of many life cycles

When talking about a life cycle perspective, it is important to recognize that both products and processes often are part of many life cycles, in which the relative contribution can differ significantly.

For the life cycle of a truck, for example, the main impact in a life cycle perspective is related to the use phase of the product (Volvo Group Sustainability report, 2014), as seen in figure 4. The direct environmental impact from production made by the truck manufacturer is but a few percent.

![Figure 4](image)

*Figure 4. In the life cycle of a truck, the use phase represents the major environmental impact.*

Yet when looking at the life cycle of the production site, energy use during operation of the site may well be a very important part of the life cycle of the plant (Figure 5).

![Figure 5](image)

*Figure 5. Production sites are also part of the life cycle of the building. Here the use of the building has a major share of the total environmental and energy impact.*

Another example of the relative importance of different life cycle phases is transportation. Taken together, the transport sector is a very important contributor to global warming worldwide (UNECE, 2015). Yet in life cycle assessment studies (LCA) of specific products, transportation often show to have very low impact compared to other processes in the life cycle. Similarly, building and construction contributes a large share to energy use worldwide (UNEP, 2009; UNECE, 2015), although seldom even included in LCA of specific products.
Thus, in a company it can be a pedagogical challenge to make employees see their part in the big picture, especially as this picture can vary with perspective used.

2.4 Policy interest in life cycle thinking

The life cycle perspective has influenced several initiatives in European policymaking (see e.g. Finkbeiner, 2014; Dalhammar, 2007), standardization (e.g. ISO 2006 a and b) and handbooks (e.g. European Commission, 2010). Examples include the Ecodesign directive and the current work of the European Union to develop product environmental footprints (PEF). This interest in life cycle thinking in policy seems to persist. Sonnemann et al. (2015) conclude that “there seem to be high expectations of the future use of LCA in SCP policy areas such as sustainable public procurement and eco-design directives as well as consumer information” (p 20).

3 Drivers, barriers and enablers identified in the literature

Theories about the energy efficiency in the value chain can be linked to several different research scholars. On the one hand, there is a body of literature on energy efficiency in industry and the link to the value chain. On the other hand, there is the LCA literature and the link to energy, as well as the LCM literature and the link to energy in value chains. In the following, these research scholars are briefly explored and complemented with previous research in green supply chain management, operations management, green lean, and the link to energy efficiency. These provide additional insights on organizational and commercial challenges and limitations when attempting to apply a life cycle energy perspective.

Thus, this section provides examples of actions, barriers and solutions regarding energy efficiency identified in the literature on:

- Energy efficiency in value chains
- Life Cycle Assessment
- Life Cycle Management
- Green/Supply Chain Management
- Green lean/operations management

3.1 Energy efficiency in value chains

Literature on energy efficiency in industry (processes as well as production sites), dwellings, offices, service buildings, and for transportation and distribution is extensive, and it mainly runs back to the first oil crisis in the beginning of 1970s. Nowadays, there is also a considerable stock of literature on energy efficient products and services from slightly more recent periods. The purpose of the literature review below, however, is not to account for these two, both quantitatively important, scientific areas – this would be far beyond the scope of the study and of limited value for it, related to the required effort. Instead, it gives some examples from literature that address, or has the ambition to address, the intersection between energy efficient production and energy efficient products and also includes elements of a life cycle perspective.
In IVA (2013a), The Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences (IVA) has examined current energy use in Swedish industry. Three different aspects on industrial energy efficiency are identified:

- Operations – optimizing of current operations
- Products and development – production and process development for higher production efficiency, more energy efficient products.
- Cooperation with the external environment – cooperating in systems can further increase energy efficiency through the utilization of residual products and residual energy.

Since the study is limited to process and manufacturing industry and measures needed to increase energy efficiency in industry, recommendations and proposals to industry and policy makers address mainly industrial operations and processes. Nevertheless, industry is also recommended to look beyond own activities, considering energy efficiency also in the next steps in the supply chain, and policy makers are suggested to support cooperation in a systems’ perspective in order to encourage e.g. energy recovery in streams across organizations. The authors call for instruments to overcome barriers and create incentives for this kind of extended cooperation along supply chains (IVA, 2013a).

Likewise, the building sector is encouraged to increase the systems’ perspective in its value chains, e.g. through the establishment of a R&D program for renovation and energy efficiency improvements in the building sector (IVA, 2012).

Though it is not an important direct energy user, the service sector has surprisingly strong influence on indirect energy use through procurement criteria on suppliers and products, and decision makers in the service sector and policy makers are encouraged to increase incentives between the actors in the service value chains (IVA, 2013b).

3.1.1.1 The link between energy efficiency and energy efficiency in value chains

IVA (2013a) points out that an isolated, strictly national focus on the use of energy and other resources in industry may prove counterproductive; a globally more energy efficient product manufactured with a relatively high energy use in one country may result in lower final energy use in another country. This aspect is valid also for other sectors where goods and services cross national borders.

In Helldal & Tenne (2009), products are classified from an end user perspective in active and passive products (Figure 6):

- Active products: require input and/or influence other products during the use phase
- Passive products: do neither require important input nor influence other products during the use phase.

The life cycle impact assessment profile differs between these product groups, and efforts to reduce the environmental impact and use of resources, e.g. energy, should be focused accordingly. The efforts to reduce environmental impact and resource use from passive products should be concentrated to manufacturing, raw material production and end-of-life, while measures to reduce impact and resource use from active products should be focused on the use phase and its optimization (Lindahl 2000 in Helldal & Tenne, 2009). The categorization in active and passive products can be used as a “shortcut” to a hot-spots analysis based on a full or screening LCA, and also in combination with e.g. eco-
design tools such as the Eco-strategy wheel (Norrblom et al. 2000 in Helldal & Tenne, 2009) and or Design for Environment (DfE).

Figure 6. Active and passive products (from Lindahl et al. 2000, modified in Helldal & Tenne 2009)

3.1.1.2 Barriers

IVA (2013a) identifies the following barriers to cost-efficient energy efficiency measures in industry:

- Competition for limited resources within companies (time and money) – priority to core business
- Lack of or insufficient knowledge
- Financial calculations that do not take life cycle costs into account, combined with separate budgets for investments and operations
- Little external pressure (customers, owners, shareholders, governments etc.) on increased energy efficiency

Although the authors point out that an isolated, strictly national focus on the use of energy and other resources may prove counterproductive (see above), the summary of current political drivers and barriers addresses mainly either industrial operations and processes or energy efficient products and processes, which illustrates the risk for suboptimisation mentioned above.

Neij (2007) (in Larsson et al. (2009)) also lists a number of barriers to increasing energy efficiency in organizations, including limited an asymmetrically distributed knowledge and information on energy efficiency, split incentives for energy efficiency between
budgets, and availability of energy efficient technology. IVA (2012) further highlights that the connection and coordination between long term goals and political/societal instruments are insufficient, and presents a set of recommendations to correct these shortcomings (see below).

In the service sector, the interest in energy efficiency measures and investments are fairly low, since energy costs are modest compared to other costs (IVA 2013b).

### 3.1.1.3 Drivers

The drivers for increased energy efficiency in industry mentioned in IVA (2013a), IVA (2012) and, to some extent, IVA (2013b) are:

- The national energy efficiency goal (20% less energy input per GDP in 2020 compared to 2008)
- The energy efficiency directive (see below)
- The eco-design directive (minimum energy performance requirements and energy labeling)

The energy efficiency directive was implemented in Swedish law in 2014, when the Swedish parliament decided that (Sveriges Riksdag, 2015):

- Large companies (at least 250 employees and annual sales of over 50 million SEK or a balanced sheet total exceeding 43 million EUR per year) shall carry out an energy survey every fourth year. The survey shall include cost efficient measures for energy efficiency improvements.
- Suppliers of electricity shall invoice the customers for the metered consumption of electricity, if the supplier has access to measurements.
- Requirements are tightened on the public sector to be more energy efficient.

Industries and district heating companies planning to build larger electricity production facilities, industrial plants or district heating networks shall carry out a cost-benefit analysis, taking available surplus low grade heat into account.

Most of the provisions entered into force June 2014.

The Environmental Code is an overarching driver for increased energy efficiency in industry. This piece of legislation contains a number of general rules of consideration that express, for instance, principles regarding resource management, recycling and suitable localization of activities and measures. Supervisory and licensing authorities have the power to base their decisions on these general rules of consideration concerning e.g. permit conditions (IVA, 2013a).

Specifically for the building sector, IVA (2012) mentions the Swedish implementation of the directive on energy performance of real estate, according to which all new buildings are to be “very low energy buildings” from 2020 (for official buildings, the provision is applicable already in 2018). Initiatives for energy effective office buildings are found within Belok (2015) and STIL (ES 2015:05).

### 3.1.1.4 Enablers

Current enablers for increased energy efficiency in industry reported in IVA (2013a) include energy mapping cheques and regional planning. The energy mapping cheques address companies with an energy use exceeding 500 MWh per year or 100 animal units,
and a cheque entitles the company to a subsidy of 50% (maximum SEK 60 000) of the costs for mapping the energy use. All Swedish counties develop regional development plans that include coordination of processes of importance for sustainable regional development and facilitate cooperation across counties. Well-functioning processes may bring about the integration of growth and energy efficiency.

Since the study is limited to process and manufacturing industry and measures needed to increase energy efficiency in industry, recommendations and proposals to industry and policy makers address mainly industrial operations and processes:

**Industry**

- Demonstrate leadership, set goals and evaluate them
- Ensure knowledgeable and committed employees
- Create structures and systems, e.g. management systems
- Be proactive and allocate funds
- Create sustainable visions for the future

**Policy makers and public authorities**

- Show that energy efficiency is prioritized
- Support knowledge growth and provide tools
- Focus in particular on SMEs
- Facilitate financing
- Support “the voice of the customer”
- Invest in the future

Nevertheless, industry is also recommended to look beyond own activities, considering energy efficiency also in the next steps in the supply chain, and policy makers are suggested to support cooperation in a systems’ perspective in order to encourage e.g. energy recovery in streams across organizations. The authors call for instruments to overcome barriers and for incentives for this kind of extended cooperation along supply chains.

IVA (2012) gives a series of recommendations to decision-makers in the real estate sector, e.g. stricter construction regulations for renovation and new construction to encourage the application of solutions with higher energy efficiency, and an R&D programs in energy efficiency in buildings, e.g. to encourage the application of a systems perspective in the real-estate sector.

In IVA (2013b), the energy use in the service sectors (consulting sector, restaurants, hotels and supermarket) has been also investigated. The authors point out, that due to an advanced position in the value chain, service companies are in a good position to influence the energy consumption of suppliers and customers in their value chain by procurement, setting standards and developing business concepts.

Since the service sector is less exposed to competition from abroad than manufacturing industry, higher energy prices would probably be the most efficient measure to increase interest for energy efficiency in the service sector (IVA, 2013b). However, in order to achieve the greatest possible energy efficiency gains in the service sector, it is often necessary to involve subcontractors and customers in energy-saving initiatives, and the authors recommend increased incentives for cooperation between players in service sector organizations’ value chains.
3.2 Life Cycle Assessment

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a systems-oriented methodology for the assessment of material and energy flows and their environmental impacts related to a product or a service, all the way from raw material extraction, to disposal (Baumann and Tillman, 2004). LCA studies are recognized for their ability to identify hotspots of environmental impact along the value chain, including direct and indirect energy usage and resource flows. LCA is often considered a prerequisite of life cycle management (see e.g. Rebitzer, 2005) although some scholars argue that full quantitative LCA studies are not essential for life cycle thinking and management in general (Baumann and Tillman, 2004).

3.2.1.1 The link between energy efficiency and LCA

The LCA literature focuses on the performance of LCA studies of different levels of detail (screening or full) to know and learn, find hot spots etc. These studies are then argued to be applicable for learning and decision making in a range of corporate functions such as marketing, sourcing, product and process development (see e.g. Baumann and Tillman 2004, Sonnemann et al 2015). Energy sources, energy efficiency and their environmental implications in terms of e.g. global warming potential are often very important parts of an LCA study.

3.2.1.2 Drivers

There are many reasons for performing LCA studies. Increased knowledge and reduced risk through the assessment of own impact and hot spot analysis of what are the main contributing processes in the value chain are important driving forces. There could also be direct and indirect market advantages such as data for information and labelling, increased legitimacy or as a response to marketing claims from competitors (Rex and Baumann, 2004).

3.2.1.3 Barriers

The LCA literature as such seldom focus managerial or relational issues. Identified barriers regards most often constraints of undertaking LCA studies, rather than implementing LCM in the organization (Mortimer, 2010).

Identified barriers for undertaking LCA studies primarily focus on tools and methods, and related time and money needed to perform the studies, (see e.g. Rebitzer, 2005, Rex and Baumann 2008, Baumann and Tillman, 2004). Common barriers identified include:

- Takes time
- Costs money
- Lack of data
- Lack of specialist competence
- Lack of developed methods
- Lack of standardized methods

3.2.1.4 Enablers

The LCA literature has put much effort into facilitating the “technical conditions” of performing LCA, in order to reduce identified barriers. A lot of efforts have been made to develop the LCA methodology, both to be more “accurate”, and to make the act of performing LCA more easy and rapidly usable with less resources (Baumann 1998, Rebitzer 2005).
Another line of action has been to work with data availability, through data bases, data formats etc. A lot of progress has also been made on both data formats and availability in the last decade. Related to this is the development of tools and guidelines, such as the ILCD handbook, for example (European Commission 2010). Based on the notion that different types of companies seems to adapt LCA differently, sector-specific recommendations and guidelines is also common approach (Mortimer, 2010).

A smaller stem of research has been focusing organizational aspects such as how to encourage and ease the institutionalization and individual adaptation of LCA as an environmental technique within the company (see e.g. Rex and Baumann 2007).

### 3.3 Life Cycle Management

The life cycle management (LCM) literature is not any uniform scholar of theory. It often has its roots in life cycle assessment, and has evolved by seeking inspiration from a range of other knowledge fields such as organizational theory, (Baumann 1998, Heiskanen 2002), knowledge management (Nilsson-Lindén 2014), operation management (Löfgren 2012) and social practices (Schmidt, 2013).

Possible actions in life cycle management are countless and can be classified in many ways. A common practice is to present actions related to different functions of the company, such as product development, purchasing, marketing etc. (see e.g. Baumann and Tillman 2004, United Nations Environment Program 2007).

LCA (life cycle assessment) is a central method in LCM, as one of the most common tools used to monitor status quo and potential improvement options. Other related methods and tools include social LCA, life cycle costing (LCC), and various footprints, among others (cf. e.g. UNEP/SETAC 2009, Sonnemann et al. 2015).

#### 3.3.1.1 The link between LCM and energy efficient value chains

A central idea in life cycle management is the shift in focus from optimizing one actor’s own production processes, to extend the scope and improve environmental (or sustainability) performance based on the full value chain, from raw material to waste handling (c.f. e.g. Sánchez, Wenzel et al. 2005, Rebitzer 2015). Depending on the type of product and the company’s role in the value chain, small changes in one part of the value chain may have substantial effects in another. This is valid not least for energy efficiency, which is one aspect among others dealt with within LCM.

#### 3.3.1.2 Drivers

Life Cycle Management (LCM) has been described as making life cycle thinking and product sustainability “operational”, in a dynamic, voluntary and step-wise process (United Nations Environment Programme, 2007). Rationales for taking on such an approach includes improved image, visibility and stakeholder relations, increased shareholder value, and an increased awareness and preparedness for changing regulatory contexts (United Nations Environment Program 2007). It has also been argued to be an opportunity to differentiate through sustainability performance on the market place, a way to work with all departments of a company, and a way to enhance collaboration with stakeholders along the value chain (Sonnemann and Margni 2015).
3.3.1.3 Barriers

There are many tools and methods associated with LCM, with LCA as a prominent yet not the only tool emphasized, as seen above. Parts of the barriers to LCM are associated with the lack of availability and success when trying to implement and use such tools (see e.g. Sánchez, Wenzel et al. 2005). Another barrier is the complexity of considering and/or organizing entire value chains (Rebitzer 2015, Nilsson-Linden 2014, Mortimer 2010). What more is, the responsibility for who should take on this approach is not clear, e.g. what actor in the value chain could or should take lead to optimize the entire system? Sonnemann et al 2015 suggests that the sustainability departments of large multinational companies often are in a position to coordinate the implementation of LCM. Yet this seems mainly to regard the internal implementation in each company.

Mortimer (2010) makes a comprehensive literature review and list 32 enablers and barriers to undertaking LCM associated to four different levels:

- Individual: e.g. narrow technical or organizational skills or low access to authority.
- Organization: e.g. inflexible management programs, high direct and transactional costs, lack of commonly defined visions and goals, commitment, training and resources.
- Organizational field (supply chain): e.g. lack of data, increased risk due to increased dependency, customer resistance or limited understanding, lack of influence in the value chain
- Broader system (society and institutions): e.g. low or lack of market demand and constraints from current production and consumption system and culture.

When it comes to internal implementation of LCM, several researches in life cycle management have observed divergent interpretations among employees on what environmental and life cycle related actions and ambitions means for the organization and for their work practices (Heiskanen 2000, Rex 2008, Schmidt and Remmen 2013). Actions and responsibilities related to environment or life cycle thinking are typically regarded as technical issues related to the responsibility of the environmental department alone (Rex and Baumann, 2006; Schmidt and Remmen, 2013). There is also a lack of translation to operational action over and above the environmental departments (Rex 2008).

3.3.1.4 Enablers

Life cycle management aims to affect entire value chains, in themselves embedded in a wider societal and institutional system. As such increased stakeholder demand beyond end of pipe focus, and the emergence of strategic and cooperative approaches across actors in the value chain has been identified as enablers for LCM adoption (Mortimer 2010), along with internal integration within each firm.

To this end, most research of LCM focuses on internal resources and practices in organizations as enablers or barriers of life cycle management. Based on a review of LCM literature, Nilsson-Lindén et al. (2014) identified the main critical success factors for LCM found in the literature to be (c.f. also e.g. Sonnemann et al. 2015):

- Top management support
- Communication and interaction
- Integration across functions
- Part of everyday practice
- Alignment with business strategy
- Knowledge of LCM
- Holistic environmental approach
- Collaboration of product chain actors

Nilsson-Lindén et al. (2014), conclude that LCM literature mainly identify factors that ought to be considered, and even tend to have a "feeling of utopian descriptions" encompassing holistic management in the entire product chain with all actors and function included. To this end, the list above could be seen as reflecting a desired state of reaching "optimal conditions" for LCM. Examples of LCM work can also be found aimed at inspiring companies to adopt LCM (see e.g. UNEP/SETAC 2009). The question largely remains on how to achieve this in practice.

One line of research in LCM takes a descriptive approach to LCM, usually following internal company practices through the use of case studies. Identified enablers in this literature often relate to the understanding of human and organizational factors, some examples being:

- Providing communities of practice to exchange experiences among practitioners across industries (Rex and Baumann 2008, Mortimer 2010)
- Finding a framing that makes a broader group of employees concerned about the question. Schmidt and Remmen (2013), for example, found that employees in their case study more easily got involved in aspects framed as sustainability than environmental.
- Having a life cycle champion, entrepreneur, or pioneer, assuming the responsibility to drive the issue forward, and translating and adapting the practice to the individual context of the company has also been continuously recognized as important for LCM adoption (see e.g. Baumann 1998, Rex and Baumann 2007, Sonnemann et al. 2015).

Organizational challenges for LCM, preferably with greater influences from management science, are increasingly recognized as important to study in order to assist in the development for increased capacity building and mainstreaming of life cycle management in practice (Sonnemann et al. 2015).

3.4 Green/sustainable supply chain management

Just like the life cycle management literature, the supply chain management literature is not a uniform scholar of theory. Some researchers have described different scholars of theories and analyzed the conceptualizing of global supply chains and sustainable development (Boons, Bauman and Hall, 2012). The conceptualizing are influenced by mainstream sciences, such as economics and management sciences, sociology and organizational science, as well as described as social networks in governance studies, and environmental systems engineering.

The main body of literature is related to management science, such as the leadership and management of supply chains (Zakris, 2002), as well as the role of a focal company and the power in the supply chain (Seuring, 2004; Kogg, 2009). There is another body of literature based on organization theory, such as descriptions of product chain organizations PCO, and combined with environmental systems engineering (Bauman,

According to the council of supply chain management professionals (Jaggernath, 2015) supply chain management SCM has been described/defined as “integration of planning, analyzing, coordinating and scheduling of every activity involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion and logistics management activities. SCM encompasses all logistics management activities and manufacturing operations, as well as marketing, sales, product design, and finance and information technology”.

Green supply chain management GSCM has been described/defined as SCM with environmental awareness, an emphasis on green productivity and decrease in environmental impact (assessed by LCA) during each link in the value chain by reducing energy consumption, reducing consumption of natural resources, reducing pollution related problems and increasing recycling to harness the future use of raw materials and supply (Jaggernath, 2015). In the 80s the drive towards sustainability had three focus areas: dematerialization, detoxification and de carbonization which led to the 4Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle and redesign), and activities like green procurement, energy efficiency, and reduction of GHG emissions and waste, promoting recycling and biodegradables (Jaggernath, 2015).

Challenges facing GSCM practitioners and implementations (Jaggernath, 2015):

- incompetent use of information,
- lack of collaboration due to companies being too busy or intellectual property concerns
- cost containments,
- lack of SC visibility,
- risk management,
- increasing customer demand for SCM,
- globalization

GSCM includes organizational performances requirements (cost, quality, time, flexibility), and green supply chain alternatives (TQEM, ISO14000, ISO 9000), according to Sarkis (2002). Lately the focus from energy and materials in green SCM (Sakris, 2002) has been changed to sustainable supply chain management, and social issues have become popular, especially in textile and food supply chains (Seuring, 2004; Seuring et al 2008; Kogg, 2009, Chkanikova and Koog 2011, RSCN 2012). Kogg and Mont point out the degree of coordination and power in supply chains (2012).

Figure 7 shows a framework to conceptualize different approaches to implement upstream CSR (Kogg, 2009).
Possible actions in green/sustainable supply chain management are mostly related to information and material flows (Seuring, 2004), while energy issues are more seldom addressed specifically (Sakris, 2002). A common practice is to present actions related to different functions of the company, such as purchasing, procurement, logistics, marketing etc. Compared to LCM that do not have a function on its own in companies, sustainable supply chain management often has a more expressed function, although focusing more on social and health issues.

### 3.4.1.1 The link between energy efficiency and SCM

A central idea in green supply chain management is to improve the efficiency of the whole supply/value chain. GSCM include activities like green procurement, energy efficiency, and reduction of GHG emissions and waste, promoting recycling and biodegradables. Regarding sustainable supply chain management, a central idea is to visualize the supply chain and create trust for the customer regarding social issues and risk (Jaggernath, 2005).

### 3.4.1.2 Drivers

The green/sustainable SCM literature as such seldom focuses energy efficiency issues. Identified barriers regard most often collaboration and sharing of information within the global supply chain, rather than implementing energy efficiency measures.

A central reference is the article by Walker et al (2008), which includes drivers and barriers to environmental supply chain management, as well as measures to overcome these barriers.

Identified drivers for undertaking SCM include internal and external drivers:
- **Internal drivers** are organization-related (skillful policy entrepreneurs, desire to reduce costs, pressure from investors, manage economic risk, improve quality, values of founder/owner, managers improving position in company, employee involvement)
- **External drivers** are regulatory (legislative and regulatory compliance, proactive action pre-regulation, ISO14000), customers (pressure by customers to green supply chain, collaborate with customers, E-logistics and environment, marketing pressures), competition (gaining competitive advantage, improve firm performance), society (stakeholders can encourage environmental strategy, potential for receiving publicity, public pressure, reduce risk of consumer criticism, non-economic stakeholder, pressure by advocacy groups), and suppliers (collaborate with suppliers, supply integration).

### 3.4.1.3 Barriers

Identified barriers for undertaking SCM in the study by Walker et al (2008) include:

- **Internal barriers** are costs, lack of training and commitment, lack of understanding of how to incorporate green into buying, lack of buyer awareness, lack of legitimacy and greenwash.
- **External barriers** are regulations inhibiting innovations, poor supplier commitment unwillingness to exchange information and different sectors have different challenges.

In her dissertation, Kogg (2009) studies the implementation of upstream CSR and describes the following challenges:

- going beyond first tier supplier,
- inter-organizational and intercultural communication,
- motivating change in supplier activities and monitoring,
- willing/ability to change sourcing,
- lack of competence in the focal firm and at suppliers.

### 3.4.1.4 Enablers

The green/sustainable SCM literature as such seldom focus on solutions to overcome barriers. A central article is the article by Walker et al (2008), which includes measures to overcome SCM barriers. The following solutions to overcome internal and external barriers, have been identified:

- **Internal solutions:** regarding cost and unawareness, training has been recommended. Another solution is to make people sympathetic for the problem and thus more motivated to work with the issue.
- **External solutions:** regarding regulations, flexible best available techniques BAT is used. To overcome external poor supplier commitment, close supply chain relations and cooperative customer-supplier relationship is used. To overcome sector specific barriers, awareness has been used.


3.5 Green lean, operations management and energy efficiency

Lean production, or in short Lean, is an interpretation of the successful production concept and "philosophy" first developed and adopted by Toyota, based on continuous improvement, flexible and low input processes adapted to customer requirements (e.g. Helldal & Tenne 2009).

As mentioned in Löfgren (2009), taking only parts of the life cycle into account when investigating a decision makers’ influence on environmental performance and use of resources introduces the risk of sub optimisation. However, despite its process perspective, Lean does not take the whole life cycle into account, but focuses more on the production or steps before distribution, which has been pointed out by Larson and Greenwood (Helldal & Tenne, 2009), EPA (2003) and Larsson et al (2009). To address this shortcoming, the integration of environmental aspects and Lean production has been suggested (e.g. Helldal et al 2009), which below is denoted Green lean.

Mollenkopf et al. (2010) report that Wal-Mart has recognized that aligning green and lean practices drives the financial performance of the firm and earns respect from customers (Friedman, 2008, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010), and that General Motors, Andersen Corporation, Intel, 3M, and Com Ed have saved significantly by integrating green and lean initiatives (United States EPA, 2000, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010). Similar examples of compatible green and lean supply chain strategies can be seen in the furniture industry (Handfield et al. 1997, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010). However, it is not explicitly mentioned whether these examples and effects represent assessments taking the whole life cycle perspective into account and whether energy efficiency has contributed to the results. Similarily, Helldal & Tenne (2009), studying the truck and bus manufacturer Scania, Sweden, showed increased energy efficiency, and attributed to waste elimination. Whether energy efficiency increased also from a life cycle perspective was not reported.

3.5.1.1 The link between energy efficiency and green lean

Mollenkopf et al. (2010) give an account for a literature review covering the interface between green, lean, and global supply chain strategies. The authors refer to “green supply chain strategies” as efforts to minimize the negative impact of firms and their supply chains on the natural environment. A green supply chain focus requires working with suppliers and customers, analysis of internal operations and processes, environmental considerations in the product development process, and extended stewardship across products’ life-cycles (Corbett and Klassen, 2006; Mollenkopf, 2006, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010). The authors state that causal relationship between lean processes and environmental sustainability has been much debated in literature (King and Lenox, 2001, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010) and refer to research that suggest that lean and green practices may not always be compatible, which is supported by a survey on emissions of organic compounds from manufacturing plants. Furthermore, lean manufacturing and mass customization require more setups, which generate more waste and use more energy (King and Lenox, 2001, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010). However, innovative firms with continuously improving manufacturing processes seem to be more likely to take on environmental innovations (Florida, 1996, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010).

3.5.1.2 Drivers

According to Mollenkopf et al. (2010), the integration of lean supply chain processes and environmental practices is driven both by internal and external factors. The authors mention cost reduction and profitability from gaining new market segments, commodity
risk management, and the preservation of a corporate culture as examples of internal drivers (Friedman, 2008; Kleindorfer and Saad, 2005; Kleindorfer et al. 2005, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010), while external drivers include governmental (Hansen et al. 2004; Cole, 2008; Kleindorfer et al. 2005, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010), customer and environmental pressures (Cole, 2008; Hall, 2000; Vachon and Klassen, 2006a, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010), a similar focus on continuous innovation and process improvement (Florida, 1996, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010), and the potential for further profitability through added customer value (Kleindorfer et al. 2005, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010).

3.5.1.3 Barriers

Among the barriers to implementing green and lean supply chain strategies, Mollenkopf et al. (2010) mention lack of environmental awareness (Rothenberg et al., 2001, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010), lack of metrics (Mollenkopf et al. 2010) the common belief that environmental practices do not pay (Porter and van der Linde, 1995, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010), and the perception that green initiatives are time consuming and expensive.

3.5.1.4 Enablers

Mollenkopf et al (2010) point out the demand for high levels of information sharing, rapid performance improvements with suppliers and minimal transaction costs (Dyer, 1997; Lamming, 1993, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010) as necessary for lean supply arrangements, and conclude that this type of relationship may provide the incentive firms need to bridge the lean and environmental supply chain practices of their suppliers (Simpson and Power, 2005, in Mollenkopf et al. 2010).

In Helldal & Tenne (2009), the truck and bus manufacturer Scania in Södertälje, Sweden, claimed that dedicated management, resources, competence, established and implemented working routines and tools, and, finally, visible results that are evaluated are the key to better environmental performance indicators, such as energy efficiency.

Using the limitations of LCA as a support for decision making in daily work and the success of total quality management (TQM) as starting points, Löfgren (2009) proposes three methods of “manufacturing LCM”:

- Relating environmental impact and resource use to a particular manufacturing industry actor (instead of relating them to a life cycle step);
- Relating environmental impact and resource use to a manufacturing process, omitting the material that is actually delivered as product leaving the system;
- Using discrete-event simulation (DES) combined with LCA to capture the dynamics of the manufacturing system to help manufacturing decision makers find ways to improve the environmental performance of processes for which they are responsible.

In the discussion on advantages and disadvantages with these proposals, the first method adds little additional information compared to relevant scenarios applied to an ordinary contributions analysis. The second method identifies own manufacturing processes influencing the environmental performance in a conventional cradle-to-gate analysis – no assessment of overall environmental impact is carried out. Hence, there is a risk of sub optimization, and the method should be used in combination with an ordinary LCIA. While including the most “operations management” and dynamic aspects of the three methods, the third method is time consuming since it requires environmental performance data corresponding to specific simulation parameters. In the discussion of further
research, Löfgren (2009) points out that more research is needed to allow manufacturing decision makers to assess the business consequences of a decision that will change the environmental performance of a process for which they are responsible.

3.6 Summary of literature

The studied bodies of knowledge all have their perspectives on energy efficiency in value chains, although with different starting points and actions in focus. Energy efficiency as such is most pronounced in the energy efficiency and operations management literature, although the life cycle perspective cannot be considered prominent in this literature. The LCA, LCM and (green) supply chain management literatures has a stronger value chain focus, but here energy efficiency is but one aspect among others.

Within both life cycle management and green/sustainable supply chain management, a central idea is to improve the efficiency of the whole supply/value chains, through better information, collaboration and material flows. The LCA and LCM literature centers on optimizing material flows, and have been rather normative in its character with a strong focus on tools, data and procedures. In sustainable supply chain management focus is more on the organizational practices and relations, where for example collaboration, motivation and power in the supply chain seems to be important. While in supply chain management, the companies and suppliers and customers are in focus, the governance studies focus on external help, such as NGOs. However, more studies are dedicated to social and health issues, while energy efficiency is seldom included. (Notably there was a general lack of studies showing the practical effects of measures taken in terms of actual energy improvements achieved).

3.6.1.1 Drivers

Within green/sustainable supply chain management, there are a large number of internal and external drivers identified. Internal drivers include reduced costs, pressure from investors, management of economic risk, improved quality, values of founder/owner, managers improving position in company and employee involvement. External drivers are related to regulation, customer, competition, society, and suppliers. Similar driving forces can be found in the LCA/LCM literature, although with additional emphasis on learning, hot spot analysis, environmental risk and sustainability differentiation on the market.

Notably energy efficiency literature is the area where legal requirements are the most pronounced as driver for action. The national energy efficiency goal, the energy efficiency directive and the eco-design directive are emphasized as the main drivers for increased energy efficiency in Swedish industry. Yet these directives rarely ensure energy efficiency from a life cycle perspective.

3.6.1.2 Barriers

Energy efficiency literature emphasizes the requirements of cost-effectiveness of energy measures and points out competition for limited resources within companies (time and money), insufficient or asymmetrically distributed knowledge, financial calculations not accounting for life cycle costs combined with separate budgets for investments and operations, and finally little external pressure on increased energy efficiency as main barriers to cost-efficient energy efficiency measures in industry.

In the LCA and to some extent also LCM literature lack of tools, standardizations and data are further enhanced, as is the top management support for life cycle action.
green/sustainable supply chain management, barriers regards similarly sharing of information within global supply chains, but also relate to collaboration, lack of training and understanding of how to incorporate green into corporate functions such as purchasing.

3.6.1.3 Enablers

In energy efficiency literature, energy mapping cheques (i.e. financial support for energy surveys) and administrative instruments (e.g. regional planning) are current enablers for increased energy efficiency in process and manufacturing industry. Furthermore, leadership, organizational structures and commitment are also mentioned as important enablers in industry, while policy makers are suggested to support cooperation in a systems’ perspective along and across organizations. Since the service sector is less exposed to competition from abroad than manufacturing industry, higher energy prices would probably be the most efficient measure to increase interest for energy efficiency in this sector.

In line with identified barriers, enablers found in the LCA and LCM literature include development of tools and methodologies, the set-up of databases and data formats, and identification of recommendations and best practices in different industries. In comparison, green/supply chain management, has a greater focus on supply chain relations, cooperative customer-supplier relationships and training. Such more organizational and procedural aspects of management has historically been less prominent in the LCM literature, although it starts so be more recognized as important in order to make LCM more “mainstream” (Sonnemann et al. 2015). Possibly, in this ambition, a greater exchange between LCM and green supply chain management would be fruitful.

4 Case studies

The case studies are based on projects in three large multinational production companies active in Sweden: Volvo AB, ABB and AkzoNobel. The companies are part of the Swedish Life Cycle Center, and the case studies provide examples of actions, barriers and enablers regarding energy efficiency in the value chain.

The purpose of the case studies is to illustrate the interaction between strategies and organization, and concrete effects on energy and the environment. Organizational prerequisites, and potential impact on competitiveness, were mapped through documents and interviews with representatives from different functions (environment, market, business, product, and process development). Calculations of theoretical and practical effects on energy and carbon were made by the researchers based on data found in each case study.

4.1.1 Selection of case studies

The selection of case studies was made based on screening interviews with environmental managers in each of the studied companies. We particularly asked for cases that either had an energy efficiency focus, or were examples of life cycle thinking with energy implications throughout the value chain.

Six cases of energy efficiency were chosen, two in each company:

- Energy efficiency at production – idle electricity reduction per plant. (AB Volvo)
- Energy efficiency at building - demand of 25% energy reduction on new buildings. (AB Volvo)
- Group objective on energy efficiency in production. (ABB)
- From selling energy efficient motors to selling energy services. (ABB)
- Target on reduced carbon footprint across the value chain. (AkzoNobel)
- The Intersleek eco-premium solution in marine coatings. (AkzoNobel)

The case studies were selected to reflect different levels in the organization, such as production level, product level, and strategic level.

The screening interviews were complemented with semi-structured in depth interviews with project leaders and other central personnel related to each case, as well as company webpages, sustainability reports and internal documents. Interview template for the case study interviews can be found as Appendix A.

4.1.2 Aspects of interest

The case studies have been created based on the categories drivers, barriers, enablers, effect on energy and effect on competitiveness:

- **Drivers** - are related to the initiation of the energy efficiency project studied.
- **Barriers and enablers** - are related to the process of the energy efficiency project.
- **Effects on energy** - are related to the theoretical and practical effects, basically kWh and CO₂ emissions.
- **Effects on competitiveness** - are related to impact on economic results, as well as company image, credibility, stakeholder relations etc.

In the next sections each company and their sustainability strategies are described in general, the selection of the cases are described for each company, as well as the barriers and enablers for each studies case. At the end of each case, the effects on energy (and carbon emissions) are calculated and the effect on competitiveness is described.

4.2 Volvo Group

The Volvo Group is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks, buses, construction equipment and marine and industrial engines. The Group also provides complete solutions for financing and service. The Volvo Group, with its headquarters in Gothenburg, employs about 100,000 people, has production facilities in 19 countries and sells its products in more than 190 markets. In 2014 the Volvo Group’s net sales amounted to about SEK 283 billion. The Volvo Group is a publicly-held company, AB Volvo, and shares are listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (Volvo Group 2015a).

4.2.1 Sustainability and energy efficiency at Volvo Group

The Volvo Group’s vision is to become the world leader in sustainable transport solutions by: creating value for customers in selected segments, pioneering products and services for the transport and infrastructure industries, and driving quality, safety and environmental care working with energy, passion and respect for the individual (Volvo Group 2015a).
The company is divided into several business areas, where group truck operations account for almost two-thirds of the Group’s total turnover (Volvo Group 2015b):

- **Volvo Group Trucks** – all sales and marketing in Volvo Group Trucks Sales, all production is grouped separately in Volvo Groups Trucks Operations, all product development is gathered together in Volvo Group Trucks Technology
- **Construction Equipment CE** - Manufactures a number of different types of equipment for construction applications and related industries.
- **Buses** - City and intercity buses, coaches and chassis.
- **Volvo Penta** - Market leader in marine and industrial engines
- **Governmental Sales** - Sales to government agencies and organizations.
- **Volvo Financial Services** - Delivers competitive financial solutions to Volvo Group customers.

The Volvo Group is taking a strong value chain approach:

“As one of the world’s leading manufacturers of heavy commercial vehicles, the Volvo Group bears a responsibility for responsibly managing sustainability throughout our value chain. The Volvo Group takes a full value chain approach to sustainability, extending our influence beyond the immediate scope of our own operations to drive economic, environmental and social sustainability through our supply chain, distribution and service networks, customer base and commercial partnerships. Close collaboration with our key stakeholders strengthens our company and value chain, helping us to achieve our vision of becoming the world leader in sustainable transport solutions.” (Volvo Group Sustainability Report 2014).

### 4.2.1.1 Volvo Group product development and LCAs

According to the sustainability report 2014 (Volvo Group Sustainability Report 2014), the Volvo Groups “future success” of becoming the world leader in sustainable transport solutions depends on the ability to deliver innovative and financial viable products and service. In 2014 the Volvo Group operated from a “strong product portfolio” following the groups’ most extensive product renewal during 2013. According to the sustainability report 2014 the Volvo Groups product development is driven by the cost and availability of fuel, environmental legislation and new technologies. The long-term research and development that improve the sustainability on products has led to investments in CO₂ and energy efficiency among others. The Volvo Groups product development focus lies on energy and resource efficiency as well as conducting whole life cycle assessments (LCAs):

“Focusing our product development on using resources and energy more efficiently simultaneously reduces the overall environmental footprint of our products while supporting our customers’ profitability.” ...“We conduct whole life cycle assessments (LCAs) for our products, taking into account all environmental impacts from the production and use of raw materials, energy and water consumption and the creation of waste, as well as emissions to air and water.” (Volvo Group Sustainability Report 2014).
According to the sustainability report 2014 (Volvo Group sustainability report 2014), the environmental impact is calculated according to the EPS 2000 (Environmental Priority Strategies in product development) method based on willingness to pay. The Volvo Groups LCAs demonstrate that more than 90% of a products environmental impact results from its use. One example is the environmental impact of a Renault Truck, as illustrated in figure 8: where impact is divided into production (+49%), fuel consumption (+59%), emissions (+28%), maintenance (+7%), and recycling (- 43%).

![Figure 8. In the Volvo Group, the largest share (about 94%) of the products’ environmental impact is associated with the use phase.](image)

4.2.1.2 Means to increase energy efficiency - environmental footprint, energy programs and targets

The Volvo Group has 66 production sites in 19 countries around the world. In 2014, the Group delivered 203,100 trucks 8,800 busses, 61,300 units of construction equipment, 17,400 marine equipment, and 15,300 engines for industrial applications. The Volvo group has reported detailed environmental data and related KPIs (key performance indicators) since 1991. The latest values in 2014 are absolute values and related to net sales for Volvo production plants in industrial operations (Volvo Group Sustainability Report 2014):

- Energy consumption 2,176 GWh (7.9 MWh/SEK M) reduced from 2,536 GWh in 2013
- CO₂ emissions 231,000 tons (0.8 tons/SEK M) reduce from 280,000 tons in 2013

The Volvo Group has reached the reduced energy consumption in large parts due to an energy reduction program in truck manufacturing. The operations in different countries like in Brazil, USA and Sweden have reduced their energy and CO₂ emissions. An example from Sweden is the transmission factory in Köping, where geothermal cooling reduced electricity and heating by 5,000 MWh per year. Overall, the truck manufacturing plants in Sweden reduced energy by 38,000 MWh (Volvo Group Sustainability Report 2014).
In parallel to energy reductions on site level, Volvo Group has also targeted CO₂ emissions over the lifetime of their products. A part of this work has been a commitment to the WWF Climate savers program during 2009-2014. During the 2009-2014 program, one objective was a 30M ton reduction in CO₂ emissions over the total lifetime of the truck, construction equipment and busses manufactured between 2009 and 2014, compared to the baseline year 2008. Already in 2013, the emissions were reduced by 40Mton achieved through improved fuel efficiency as Volvo Group launched three prototype demonstrators with improved fuel efficiency by 20% (Volvo Group Sustainability Report 2014), see figure 11.

Objective 2014: - 30 Mton CO₂

Figure 10. Volvo Groups recent WWF Climate Saver commitment 2009-2014 is to reduce emissions over total lifetime with 30M ton CO₂, compared to 2008.
Figure 11. Already in 2013 Volvo Group achieved 40M ton CO₂ reduction in the product development due to improved fuel efficiency by 20%.

Volvo Group has continued to work with WWF. One part of the new WWF Climate savers 2015-2020 commitment is to improve energy efficiency in production by identifying and executing energy saving activities, leading to a reduction of energy with 150 GWh by 2020, which means 8% energy savings in production sites compared to baseline in year 2013, as illustrated in figure 12 (Volvo Group Sustainability Report 2014).

Figure 12. One part of Volvo Groups new WWF Climate Saver commitment 2015-2020 is to achieve energy savings of 150GWh in production, which is 8% less than in 2013.

In 2014, the CO₂ emissions from the Volvo Groups production facilities decreased from 279,900 tons to 230,700 tons due to reduced energy use and renewable energy. About 800 GWh, or almost 37% of the total energy consumption were renewable including hydropower and biomass heating. This includes that the Volvo Group has carbon neutral facilities at several plants (see figure 13). The first plant was a Volvo Trucks plant in Ghent 2007, in Belgium. The other plants are Swedish plants: Volvo Trucks plant in Tuve 2011, Volvo Penta plant in Vara 2011, and a Volvo Construction Equipment plant in Braås 2013 in Sweden. The long term ambition is to make all production facilities carbon neutral. Energy is used from renewable sources such as solar, hydro, wind and biomass. Under the WWF Climate savers 2015-2020 program, a study of sites in Asia for switching to renewable energy use will be made, including discussions with government about regulations and the availability of renewable energy. These discussions are called “magnifier” in the WWF climate savers program to push the development of more renewable energy. The program will also take up problems and possibilities in renewable energy investments.
Apart from energy savings and renewable energy, the Volvo Group is also aiming to reduce downstream environmental impacts. The company is teaching in eco-driving, which means 5-10% fuel reduction and societal life gain from CO₂ reduction by 10,000 EURO calculated from EPS200.

Further, the Volvo group is supporting circular economy. The remanufacturing business increased by 18% with 7 manufacturing centers worldwide: Sweden, France, Japan, Brazil US, Shanghai, and China (compared to 2% in 2013). A re-manufactured engine saves up to 80% production energy compared to the production energy of a new engine. A truck is largely recyclable, since almost 85% of its weight consists of metal.

4.2.1.3 Selection of case studies

The purpose of the case studies is to illustrate the interaction between strategies/organization and concrete effects on energy and the environment. The case studies provide examples of actions, barriers and enablers regarding energy efficiency in the value chain. Selection of the case studies was based on a screening interview with the environmental manager at Volvo Group Real Estate Services (Bengtsson, 5 Maj 2015). There are a number of initiatives and goals that are related to energy efficiency in the value chain within the Volvo Group. There is for example the Volvo Group challenge of 50% energy reduction between 2003 and 2009, and Volvo Real Estate goal of 25% improvement of energy performance of new buildings compared to national legislation introduced in 2013. There are also production site and building related initiatives like energy efficiency measures, CO₂ neutral sites, and installation of energy monitoring equipment. In the following, two cases of energy efficiency, one at Volvo Construction Equipment and one at Volvo Real Estate Service within the Volvo Group have been chosen:
1. Energy efficiency at production – idle electricity reduction per plant.
2. Energy efficiency at building - goal to develop new buildings to use 25% less total energy compared to the national building legislation.

The screening interview was then complemented with in depth interviews with a project leader at Volvo Group Trucks Technology (9 September 2015), a technical specialist at Volvo Group Real Estate Services (20 August 2015) and the environmental manager at Volvo Group Real Estate Services (27 August 2015), as well as company webpages, sustainability reports and internal documents.

4.2.2 Energy efficiency at production – Idle electricity reduction

The Volvo Group is owning and managing a large number of buildings on a global level, both office buildings and production facilities. In this case we looked at a production-related energy project at Volvo Construction Equipment (Volvo CE), starting up with idle electricity reduction, but also including actions like CO₂ neutral sites and installation of energy monitoring equipment.

4.2.2.1 Volvo CE get started with a global energy project

In line with the overall energy efficiency ambitions of Volvo Group, such as the group challenge of energy reduction and the WWF Climate Savers Program, Volvo Construction Equipment started at the beginning of 2014 a global energy efficiency project among production plants (Sjögren 2015). The project was initiated within the environmental organization of Volvo CE. A global project team was set up including representatives from each of the participating production plants.

The rationale to start the project was energy and cost reduction and to prioritize areas where the largest waste of energy was identified. The project concerned total energy consumption and costs for Volvo CE, and the contribution of each individual plant, with a focus on plants with the largest electricity consumption (together representing 90% of the electricity use).

The energy project started to focus on electricity, since it was the largest energy use and the largest cost. The first goal for the project was “idle electricity reduction”. It was considered as a relatively “easy” thing to start with. Results were expected without any larger investments, but with behavioral measures like turning down the lights and shutting down equipment when not in use. Thus, the overall strategy of the energy project became to start with idle electricity during 2014-2015, continue with production energy during 2016-2018, and to finish with CO₂ neutrality.

A new KPI (key performance indicator) was chosen for this work, defined as relative idle electricity in % (i.e. idle electricity in kWh during 10 h idle divided by production electricity in kWh during 10h of production). The target for relative idle electricity was set based on one of the best performing plants at the time, and based on their performance, “a reasonable but possible level” was chosen. Thereafter the target was set to reduce relative idle electricity to less than 15% in all plants.
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Progress of the project was followed up monthly. Energy and cost for each plant was calculated and specified in a “Cost breakdown” where the relative idle status, weekly consumption, potential savings and potential implemented was presented in an A3 for each plant, and reported to the Volvo Construction Equipment globally.

Previous experience from e.g. the Volvo Group “energy challenge” 2003-2009 indicated that energy issues many times had been interpreted as an “environmental activity” in the organization, and thus as being a responsibility for the environmental managers. In addition, the energy challenge had not been a binding target and thus not considered compulsory to react upon. To realize effects in production, energy efficient measures had to be integrated at the plants. This was not always an easy task as energy efficiency is one of many, sometimes conflicting goals, along with financial ones for example. Thus progress had mainly been made when energy efficiency and (short term) profitability had gone hand in hand.

For the energy project in the studied case, representatives of each participating plant were appointed to run the work locally. An important part of the project was to involve the operators on site to find ways to improve energy efficiency, both technical and behavioral, for example by together identifying and implementing new routines for turning down machines and lightning. In this process, the project representative monitored results and continuously acted to coach the operators. In some cases so called “night walks” or “treasure hunts” were arranged, where the project representative for the plant, together with e.g. the plant manager walked around the plant at the end of the day or during weekends to identify energy saving potentials at times of no production.

4.2.2.2 Barriers and enablers

When it comes to barriers and enablers for the global energy project, one first reflection is on the measurement of status and progress. Volvo has a culture of measuring and using KPI in management: The project members measured the electricity during idle and during production. Progress of the project was also decided on to be reported through KPI every month. There were sufficient data on a global level. However, there was in some cases a need of additional measuring equipment to get more detailed data on local level in order to visualize effects.

Important enablers for the entire project have been the support and commitment all the way from Volvo CE globally to plant managers on site. The organizational setting of having a global project, not only a local national one, contributed to rise the importance of the project, as well as the continuous reporting and follow up to Volvo CE management.

The different plants involved in the project showed divergent results, partly due to the possibility to find time for continuous engagement in the project at each site. Contextual aspects such as current work load, change of personnel and reorganizations had a strong impact. The existence of personnel with environmental knowledge that could add and relate environmental arguments, to other type or argumentations used at the plant, such as budget arguments, was also identified as supporting progress.
An important aspect for success, recognized by the project leader, was behavioral change among the plant operators, e.g. in terms of turning down machines and lighting when not in use. Behavioral changes take time and people to encourage and motivate the operators, a time that do not always exist. Energy efficiency is part of the responsibility for the sites, along with many other tasks such as health issues and handling of chemicals etc. It is also not always evident for the operational level how headquarter strategies of energy efficiency translate to operational work in production.

Practices identified as enablers for behavioral change included the set-up of the project to start with a relatively “easy” task like idle electricity that also engaged everybody from operational personnel to plant managers. The global project leader’s coaching of the team members was also essential. The project leader used many means to coach and pay attention to the work of the team members, such as encouraging talks, spread of good examples, and make sure results were asked for in the organization, for example through weekly contact with the team members and the A3 format for weekly and monthly follow ups. Informal competitions between plants or among work stations, spurred by e.g. the weekly comparisons, or the earth hour to shut down all equipment, had a positive effect as well.

Another example on how to gain commitment from plant managers and production operators was found in relation to the “treasure hunts”, where the active participation of plant managers and sometimes also the environmental manager of Volvo Real Estate helped in gaining and demonstrating priority for the issue. Pictures from these walks were also published on the intranet and in internal newspapers to further shed light on the activity.

For the technical improvements, investments were sometimes made to get more energy efficient machines and lightning, or in new monitoring equipment to make follow ups easier. Even in these cases, the project leader recognized that the personnel needed time to evaluate the measurement results.

In all, personal engagement of the project team, as well as the systematic work and follow up, was enablers during the project and made the energy project a success so far. Idle electricity formed the start of the energy project, characterized by small technological investments and mainly behavioural changes at plant level. The next steps in the energy project, production energy and CO₂ neutrality, are more investment related. In these steps, the WWF climate savers program (2009-2014, new 2015-2020) with its commitment for energy in form of reduced GWh, might further support and motivate investment decisions in this project.

4.2.2.3 Effects on energy and resources

From the start in 2014, the plants had up to 40% relative idle electricity and the goal was to reach 15% at the end of 2015. The relative idle electricity is defined as idle electricity (kWh during 10 h) per production electricity (kWh during 10 h production). The target to reduce “idle electricity” for all plants to less than 15% between 2014 and 2015 was based on one plant that was quite good at reducing their idle electricity, and that it would be also possible for the other plants to reach.
At the end of 2013, before the global energy project started, six factories together had a potential of reducing energy use with approximately 16,800 MWh / year if they reduced their idling consumption on the weekends, from Friday afternoon to Monday morning (58h) to 15% of consumption during production.

The project is still under way and actual savings will be followed-up at the end of the year. However, major improvements have been made to approach the target. Result so far for the studied energy project, shows that that two plants already have exceeded the goal to reach 15%, and even got down under 10% (spurred by each other to do even better than plan).

### 4.2.2.4 Implications for competitiveness

Energy efficiency has been one of Volvo Groups interest for some years. Internally, the energy efficiency project (so far the idle electricity reduction) seems to be perceived more of interest for Volvo CE as a company and the competitive advantage of individual plants, and less so for increasing the competitive advantage of specific products. Other advantages are possibly the contribution to Volvo Groups Environmental profile and contribution to the fulfillment of the WWF program.

### 4.2.3 Energy efficiency at building - demand of 25% energy reduction on new buildings

The Volvo Group owns and manages a large number of buildings on a global level, for both office and production. In this case we looked specifically at Volvo Group Real Estate Services and a target they introduced in 2013 to have 25% less energy use in new buildings compared to legal standard in each country of operation (illustrated in figure 14).

- 25% energy use

*Figure 14. Volvo Real Estate has a goal that all new buildings shall use 25% less energy than legal standard in each country.*

### 4.2.3.1 Volvo Group Real Estate Services

**Volvo Group Real Estate Services** is the Group’s property management unit and it focuses on optimizing the value of the Volvo Group’s real estate and on contributing to the company’s growth. Its operations include both property management and workplace service (Volvo Group Real Estate 2015b). The mission of Volvo Group Real Estate Services is to provide commercial properties, optimize synergies and a high degree of standardization regarding all real estate and facility management services within the Volvo Group, on market terms (Volvo Group Real Estate 2015a)
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Volvo Real Estate Services is a group function and part of the Volvo Group with around 500 employees across the globe. The headquarters is situated in Gothenburg, Sweden. The company was established in 2007 when the Volvo Group decided to collect the responsibility for ownership and lease agreements of their estates, offices as well as production sites, in one part of the organization. The main aim of this centralized practice was to have better control over the real estate portfolio throughout the group (Volvo Group Real Estate 2015b, Bengtsson 2015).

The Volvo Group has an environmental committee responsible for driving the environmental strategy on a global level. Besides the central environmental committee, and the environmental directors for each business areas and managers for business functions, there are persons with environmental/energy responsibilities under quality management on each production sites. The environmental manager from Volvo Real Estate is for example driving the questions of energy standards for new buildings, such as the 25% reduced energy goal for all new buildings at the Volvo Group.

Since 1991 the Volvo group has reported detailed environmental data (among others energy consumption and CO₂ emissions). Data is collected and available for each of the Volvo Groups production sites, and summarized in an environmental or sustainability report each year (Bengtsson 2015).

The responsibility for production related energy lies at the site manager while responsibility for building related energy lies at the Volvo Real Estate. While responsibility is split, the sites often do not have split energy measurement equipment. Responsibility for budget and investment in general lies at the production site or the business areas it belongs to.

### 4.2.3.2 New office

When Volvo Group Real Estate Services built a new office, they decided to make a building that were highly energy efficient, and allowed the testing of alternative technologies. The building was finalized in 2009, with particularly well insulated windows with automatic opening function, special ventilation solutions and sensor-regulated lighting among the solutions. Heat pumps were installed for heating and cooling of the estate (Bengtsson 2015, Volvo Global Magazine Nr 1, 2011).

The new office was a success when it comes to implementing new technologies and reduced energy consumption, reported both internally in the Volvo Global magazine (Volvo Global Magazine, 2011) and externally in the Swedish Radio P4 (2011). One of the reasons for the success of the office building was, according to Bengtsson (2015), the small Real Estate organization responsible for both owning and management of buildings. The project was initiated in the line-organization, where also the investment decisions were made. The goal was to reach a 50% reduced energy demand compared to Swedish building sector in average (with reference to Swedish average of 202 kWh/m² and EU Green Building Program for new buildings with 75 kWh/m², Volvo Real Estate 2015).
4.2.3.3 Barriers and enablers for the new office

In order to reach the goal “50% lower energy demand compared to normal office buildings”, and implement new energy efficient technologies in the office building, a number of barriers and enablers affected the final outcome. Some of the challenges included to identify energy efficient technologies for office buildings, involve the plant manager and project manager for internal support, handle investment decisions about different parts (to integrate the energy efficient technologies into the building process), follow up the energy consumption and the office user satisfaction, and communicate results internally and externally.

During the set up and planning of the new office there was reasoning in the team that they wanted to take the opportunity to try some “new solutions” now when they built something new and had the chance. They aimed at half of the average values in Sweden. During that time there was no explicit strategy or examples for how to reduce energy in buildings at the corporation. However, the building had some importance since the office building would serve for the central functions of the Volvo corporation (Bengtsson 2015).

It was probably rather different project decisions that led to the results in energy efficiency terms, than an expressed corporate strategy. The project management took investment decisions on each measure; some things were approved and others not. LED, for example, was only installed in the staircase, as it was both an expensive and fairly immature technology at the time. Other investment decisions that were approved included, for example, especially well insulated windows, natural ventilation, thermal pumps and temperature control system (Bengtsson 2015, Volvo Global Magazine, 2011). In most cases the resulted solution worked very well. However, some measures, such as an automatic opening function of windows, were less easy to accept by some tenants.

In all, the construction costs for the office became about 5% higher than a traditional building on the same type, a cost that was paid back in less than a year due to the lower energy use in operation (Volvo Global Magazine, 2011).

4.2.3.4 Effects on energy and resources – new office

In order to reach the goal of 50% lower energy demand compared to Swedish average values, a number of energy efficient technologies were implemented in the above described office. As a result, energy consumption for the office building in 2010 was 65 kWh/m² which is less than half of the compared Swedish average of 202 kWh/m², and less than EU Green Building Programme of 75kWh/m² (Volvo Real Estate 2015). With a total area of the office building of about 7 000 m² (Weber, 2015), this means 945 MWh less energy ((7 000 * 200) – (7 000 *65) = 945) compared to a traditional building of the same type.

4.2.3.5 Implications for competitiveness

Environmental care is a core value for Volvo Group and the ambition to have high energy efficiency in buildings is in line with this value, rather than a means of gaining direct market advantages for Volvo Group products. In terms of media attention, it was less news value of implementing a range of existing energy efficient technologies in the case of the office, compared to for example presenting the world’s first carbon dioxide neutral automotive factory in Gent in 2007 (see Volvo Group Global 2014).
The energy efficiency work for the office building has yet got attention internally and to some extent externally. The success of the project was used in different occasions like in the Volvo newspaper as well as power point presentations with the message: “If we are building a new house why don’t try some new energy efficient technology”, and “50% lower energy demand compared to normal office buildings”. The success was even communicated outside in radio P4.

4.2.3.6 New demand of 25% energy reduction for new buildings

In 2013, Volvo Group Real Estate Services decided to introduce a goal to develop all new buildings and major renovations to use 25% less total energy than national targets. At the time, environmental certification systems on buildings like BREEAM and LEED were discussed in the Swedish building sector more generally. Volvo Real Estate decided not to place specific demands on following such particular standards; this could be a voluntary choice in each situation. Yet it was decided to use categories that were also of importance in these standards, such as energy performance and chemicals. These were both areas that Volvo Group traditionally had been working with, and that could be directly linked to environmental gains.

Further implementation of the energy goal has been communicated to the whole RE organization but also to other organizations within the Volvo Group. Currently, Volvo Real Estate also supports project managers in implementation, and runs RE internal training with focus on the building standard.

4.2.3.7 Barriers and enablers in implementing demand of 25%

There were many aspects needed to be taken into account when formulating the building standard in general and the 25% energy target in particular. Volvo Real Estate operates globally and the target had to be defined to be applicable in all countries and types of buildings. There are different local climates, as well as local practices and standards. Therefore, national legislative demands were used as baseline, and the target was set relative to national legislation. In this way, the same target is valid for the whole Volvo Group (Heikkilä, 2015).

It is not only the countries and the buildings that are complex. Also the building development is a complex process, and it can take a long time. During that process, constant revisions and adaptations to function and budget are made. Volvo Real Estate is responsible for the entire building process from planning to construction and can assist in discussions with clients. Yet final decisions of how the building is constructed are made by the project management in each case. The role of Volvo Real Estate is to set requirements on specific projects, and to inform about the advantage of having better energy performance than legal when applicable. Thus better energy performance is more seen as an ambition than a hard target.

It is common in the building industry that construction and maintenance are performed by different actors, with different budgets. Within Volvo Group, investments in new buildings are often the role and responsibility of each production site, with their specific budgets, while Volvo Real Estate is responsible for continuous management of the building once up and running. To reduce the risk of sub-optimizations between initial
investments and long term maintenance Volvo Real Estate recommends using an energy calculation to identify different cost effective energy measures leading to better energy performance in the long run (Heikkilä, 2015).

4.2.3.8 Effects on energy and resources – 25% demand

The new demand on energy reduction for new buildings was introduced in 2013, and since new buildings takes years to construct and are evaluated first after 2 years in operation the real effects on energy and resources effectiveness is yet to be evaluated.

Although the energy target is in place and valid for the entire Volvo Group, this is not to say that all Volvo Group buildings uses 25% less energy than national standard. The building standard relates only to new buildings, and the number of new builds is quite small compared to existing building stock. (In the building sector typically no more than 10%).

4.2.3.9 Implications for competitiveness – 25% demand

The new demand on energy reduction for new buildings has little effect on the overall company energy result, since new buildings are a small share within Volvo Group.

4.3 ABB group

ABB provides power and automation technologies to utility, industry, and transport and infrastructure customers. The ABB Group of companies operates in roughly 100 countries and employs about 140,000 people (ABB, 2015).

ABB’s operations are currently organized into five global divisions:

- Power Products
- Power Systems
- Discrete Automation and Motion
- Low Voltage Products
- Process Automation

These are in turn are made up of specific business units focused on particular industries and product categories.

From January 2016, the Power Products and the Power Systems divisions will be combined into a new Power Grids Division (Nordström, 2015).

4.3.1 ABB sustainability objectives

In the end of 2013, the Executive Committee endorsed a new sustainability strategy, including nine sustainability objectives that apply to the whole ABB Group and impact all areas of the value chain (ABB 2015b). The new sustainability objectives, aiming for 2020, were the result of a thorough review of existing programs and challenges, and extensive stakeholder consultation both inside the company and externally. During this process, it was concluded that the five sustainability focus areas that originally were selected for 2013 had evolved and that the new objectives should cover a broader range of material issues. These conclusions were then discussed and refined with senior business, region, country and function heads within ABB (ABB, 2015a).
The value chain perspective was found to be vital, in strategy, in human resources and for overall commitment, and the new sustainability strategy takes sustainability as an integral part of the overall strategy, not a matter for campaigns (Swanström, 2015).

Individual sustainability targets and key performance indicators are being developed and rolled out in the company, and progress will be reported in the annual Group Sustainability Performance Report (ABB, 2014a). Many different levels and dimensions are addressed by these targets: divisions, business units, local business units and the sustainability organization (Swanström, 2015). For efficiency reasons, sustainability objectives have traditionally been communicated through the country organization, not through the business organization, since sustainability policy is most often country specific. However, most of the resources are found in the business organization. From about a year ago (autumn 2014), division HSE\(^1\) managers are in place to help facilitate the implementation of sustainability measures. The degree of organizational complexity has, as a consequence, increased, but the commitment from the business organization is very important. The country organization is currently still the most important for sustainability matters (Nordström, 2015).

### 4.3.2 ABB sustainability objectives related to energy efficiency

Two of the sustainability objectives are related to energy efficiency, on the one hand energy efficient *products and services*, and on the other energy efficient *production* (ABB, 2015b):

- Power and productivity for a better world: ABB is a world leading supplier of innovative, safe and resource efficient products, systems and services that help customers increase productivity while lowering environmental impact
- Energy efficiency and climate change: ABB is an industry leader in energy efficiency, use of low-carbon fuels and renewable energy. We cut greenhouse gas emissions. ABB to reduce its energy use by 20% by 2020.

ABB addresses the first objective e.g. by working closely with customers to increase their productivity and energy efficiency (e.g. software in steel production and algorithms for automation and control of ventilation in mines). Customer projects like these have seldom targets and/or follow-up on increased energy efficiency, but they are sometimes used for communication (Swanström, 2015). Systematic interaction with suppliers from an energy efficiency perspective is less well developed; the two internal sustainability programs focusing on suppliers are about environmental aspects (audits on major suppliers to address provisions in ISO14001) and sustainability in the supply chain (risk assessment from social and labor law perspectives) (Nordström, 2015).

The 20% reduction target was set in 2013 as a development of the previous one, stipulating 5% reduction per two-year period, which had been well-established and accepted since long. The aggregation to a more challenging, yet realistic, and long-term target was considered in line with ongoing efforts and easier to communicate (Nordström, 2015).

The two objectives above seem independent and equally prioritized, and none of them are conditioned by the other, i.e. overall energy efficiency from a value chain perspective cannot be taken for granted. However, as we will see, considerations take place and instruments are used with the intention to prevent sub-optimizations.

\(^1\) Health, safety, environment
The objective on energy use reduction is to be compatible with a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, i.e. measures for either of the two components in the objective must not be detrimental to the other. This is stated in the ABB Sustainability Performance Report 2014 (ABB, 2015b):

“As well as working to improve the efficiency of our energy consumption, ABB also seeks to reduce the carbon intensity of our energy sources.”

Hence, there is no separate target for greenhouse gas emissions, but an ongoing discussion about whether it would be reasonable to introduce a target of 20% reduction. The reason for not having a target for greenhouse gas emissions is that the figures on emissions from own fleet are based on estimations, and that monitoring and follow-up of such figures includes large uncertainties.

4.3.2.1 Selection of case studies

The two sustainability objectives related to energy efficiency above were used as the basis for the selection of the following short case studies:

1. Group objective on energy efficiency in production
2. From selling energy efficient motors to selling energy services

A screening interview, where the two cases were identified, was carried out with Lennart Swanström, Senior Principal Scientist, ABB AB (telephone interview 27 May 2015). The two cases were investigated during an interview with Anders Nordström, Group Head of Environment, ABB (telephone interview 11 September 2015) and Tommaso Auletta, Global Energy Solutions Manager and Energy Efficiency Manager, ABB (face to face interview 8 September 2015). These interviews have been complemented with company information from e.g. sustainability report and websites.

4.3.3 Group objective on energy efficiency in production

In the sustainability strategy, endorsed by the Executive Committee in the end of 2013, ABB has committed to reducing energy intensity by 20% per dollar of revenues in its own operations by 2020 from a 2013 baseline. This target includes both direct fuel consumption and the use of electricity and district heating for manufacturing processes and to operate buildings. More than 200 energy efficiency projects were under way at ABB facilities during 2014 to address this objective, which resulted in reduced energy intensity by 1.6 %, equivalent to 34.4 GWh of energy savings (ABB, 2015b). However, a yearly reduction by 1.6% will not be enough to reach the 20% target unless revenues increase significantly.

Energy efficiency efforts and measures are “owned” by the production sites – they have to assume the costs. The group environmental organization can support and “nag” but does not interfere in the implementation details. The best results are obtained when business management ask for results and participate also in the “nagging” (Nordström, 2015).

The energy intensity was 66 MWh per million US dollar sales. In absolute values, the total energy use decreased by 6% between 2013 and 2014, as well as the energy use per energy carrier (fuels, electricity and district heating) (ABB, 2015b). Approximately one third of the absolute reduction in energy use was due to business divestments, which influenced mainly electricity and gas consumption. Most common and cost effective measures included energy-efficient lighting solutions, but also optimizing heating, ventilation and cooling processes, investments in more efficient equipment, investigating
and optimizing compressed air systems, behavioral change programs, and implementing or updating heat recovery from machines and processes (ABB, 2015b).

The production of ABB is generally considered as low energy intense manufacturing, with the exception of the production of transformers which represents the most energy intensive business area of the group (Nordström 2015). To implement the objective on energy efficiency in own operations, the most energy-intensive sites have been required to undertake energy audits and all sites have been required to develop an energy saving program (ABB, 2015b). ABB has introduced a green building policy allowing for longer pay-back periods for energy efficiency investments to encourage production sites and business units contribute to the group sustainability objective on energy efficiency.

In ABB, the real estate function is a key player in the efforts to reduce energy use in own operations – it has resources and capacity, but it is also subject to profit requirements. The real estate function in Germany, considered as an internal “frontrunner”, is developing a concept for the implementation of ISO 50001² to comply with the Energy efficiency directive (EU, 2012) which, in Germany, requires an energy management, such as ISO’s, at production sites of a certain size. However, profound insights in production engineering are also essential when improving energy performance in production and processing equipment and/or utilities. The current sustainability manager of the transformer business area worked earlier within operations of excellence, which makes the identification of measures that are both sustainable and profitable easier (Nordström, 2015).

Below, the transformer production plant in Ludvika in Sweden is used as a case for the energy calculations. However, the description of drivers, barriers and enablers are examples that apply to operations’ energy efficiency measures in ABB in general, based on Nordström (2015).

### 4.3.3.1 Description

As mentioned above, the most energy-intensive sites have been required to undertake energy audits to identify possible energy savings that would help implementing the objective on energy efficiency in own operations. The site in Ludvika, which is one of the top five energy intensive facilities with more than 2,800 employees on-site, carried out such an energy audit in 2013 and developed a multi-year program of measures that will continue into 2015. Thanks to a cross-functional coordination between real estate, environment and production engineering, functions that already have been mentioned as vital for energy efficiency improvements in ABB; a step-by-step improvement plan was adopted. Upgrading lighting systems, repairs and upgrades in the compressed air systems, installation of energy metering, introducing timers on drying ovens and significant training for employees have been implemented, and in 2015, the installation of heat recovery in the painting area, additional energy metering and further lighting upgrades were expected to increase savings even more. (ABB, 2015b; Nordström, 2015).

### 4.3.3.2 Drivers

In ABB, the environmental management system objectives addresses some of the non-deniable realities facing industry e.g. climate change and lack of resources. As mentioned above, two of them are related to energy efficiency, driving ABB to increase energy efficiency for the environment.

---

² ISO 50001 :2011 Energy management systems -- Requirements with guidance for use
efficiency performance, both from a production and a products’/services’ perspective (ABB, 2015b; Nordström, 2015).

Customers’ energy efficiency targets and the role of ABB on the market are other drivers mentioned by an ABB official. Customers want to increase energy efficiency, and in order to gain own experience for better understanding and communication, ABB has to “practice what you preach”. This aspect is also relevant for the relation to investors, whose growing interest for sustainability and ranking systems is increasing (Nordström, 2015).

4.3.3.3 Barriers

Barriers to increased energy efficiency in own operations include the competition in space for investments, which necessitates some kind of ranking, most likely according to pay-back period (Nordström, 2015). In a situation where a production site has to choose between investments in increased production capacity or marketing programs that both increase revenues, energy efficiency measures, that “only” reduce costs, are less easily defended.

The group sustainability objectives on energy efficiency are perceived as more or less relevant for different parts of the group, which sometimes is manifested in a slight reluctance to apply energy efficiency measures; in the trade-off between different efforts, on-site energy efficiency measures are less prioritized (Nordström, 2015). The logic behind this attitude reflects insights in energy use from a value chain perspective: to put effort in reducing energy use in an ABB office selling components for European wind power mills replacing coal fired power plants risks simply turn out as being counterproductive if these efforts reduce the office’s selling capacity, at least from a life cycle GHG emissions perspective. Hence, organizational and national energy efficiency targets can compromise energy efficiency in a value chain perspective because of system boundaries that are too narrow.

4.3.3.4 Enablers

Commitment from the business organization, often providing additional motives for investments and/or measures alongside energy efficiency targets, such as increased productivity, increased quality and/or shift in technology, was a main contributor to the necessary investments and successful energy efficiency program in Ludvika (see above) (Nordström, 2015).

Another major enabler described was the cross-functional coordination, engaging people with profound know-how in production, real estate and sustainability. Thanks to this cooperation, a well-balanced step-by-step improvement plan was adopted and implemented.

Longer pay-back periods for energy efficiency investments have been introduced as part of ABB’s ‘green building policy to encourage production sites and business units contribute to the group sustainability objective on energy efficiency (Nordström, 2015).

4.3.3.5 Effects on energy and resources – in theory

When applied to the facility in Ludvika specifically and (using a conservative approach) assuming constant sales, the target on 20% less energy use per million dollar sales would correspond to a reduction in energy use from about 72,000 MWh electricity, 7,100 MWh fuel and 7,700 MWh district heating 2013 to 58,000 MWh, 5,700 MWh and 6,200 MWh.
in 2020 respectively. The corresponding reduction in GHG emissions is about 1,052 ton CO$_2$eq, based on emission factors from Gode et al (2011).

**4.3.3.6 Effects on energy and resources – in practice**

Already implemented parts of the energy efficiency program in Ludvika described above resulted in a reduction in use of electricity by 1,287 MWh, not including upgrade in lighting system (no data provided), corresponding to about 1.8% reduction (fuel and district heating were not affected). This corresponds to a reduction in GHG emissions of 47 ton CO$_2$eq, based on emission factor from Gode et al (2011). The payback period for different measures varied between 5 months and 7 years.

**4.3.3.7 Implications for competitiveness**

As the operations’ energy efficiency objective is reduced energy use per sales volume, energy efficiency is tiered to maintained competitiveness - energy efficiency measures are not allowed to affect sales negatively. Hence, costs for efficiency measures cannot be compensated for by radically higher prices.

It is difficult to quantify the non-tangible effects from energy efficiency measures on goodwill, but there are competitive gains from enhanced company image such as being perceived as a sustainable, innovative and responsive company that “practices what it preaches” (Nordström, 2015).

**4.3.4 From selling energy efficient motors to selling energy services**

The objective “products and services for a better world” targets 20% revenue increase from energy efficiency-related products, systems and services by 2020 from a 2013 baseline. In 2014, 51% of ABB revenues were related to energy efficiency and renewable energy, which was the same level as in 2013. The global savings in electricity from using ABB drives were assessed to 445 TWh. Innovations released in 2014; updated Health, Safety and Environment checklists and guidelines for Research and Development were expected to contribute to increased revenue from energy efficiency and renewable sales (ABB 2015b):

“In the coming year, we will work to expand the scope of this portfolio, further formalizing processes and definitions for the methodology, and investigating ways to assess the portfolio’s contribution to the environment, the economy and society.”

As a supplier of energy transforming equipment and electricity using machines, energy efficiency has always been a guiding principle in ABB’s activities. In order to support a full range of products and services, ABB’s energy efficiency services started off in 2011, when the former CEO initiated the group Energy Efficiency within the After sales service unit, independent from the divisions organization. Tommaso Auletta was recruited as manager of the group of initially four consultants, based in Sweden but cooperating with energy specialists all over the group, with the mission to offer energy efficiency audits and reviews for larger industry companies and real estate, aiming at reducing their energy use (ABB, 2012).

Below, the energy analysis at Sapa Heat Transfer (Auletta 2013) is used as an example of the ABB approach to address the target above. The description of drivers, barriers and enablers are examples energy efficient products and services in ABB in general, based on Auletta (2015).
4.3.4.1 Description

Sapa Heat Transfer is a leading company in the production of aluminum band mainly used in the manufacturing of heat exchangers for cars and trucks. In 2013, ABB was commissioned to carry out a survey of the energy use in one of Sapa’s cold rolling mill with a focus on the supporting systems. The project was initiated to address the commitment to continuously increase energy efficiency in equipment and buildings, expressed in the energy policy. Since several parts of the manufacturing equipment were old, they were suspected to use large amounts of energy. ABB found that the cold rolling mill could cut its electricity use by 3%. In addition, heat losses, cooling water and compressed air demands could be reduced (ABB 2013). The financial savings amounted to 1.7 million SEK per year, the energy savings to 2 GWh/year, and the payback time varied from 0 to 1.2 years for different measures (Auletta, 2013).

4.3.4.2 Drivers

The environmental management system objective on increased sales of energy efficiency-related products, systems and services is one driver for increased energy efficiency. In addition, customers’ own energy efficiency targets are other drivers mentioned by ABB officials (Nordström, 2015; Auletta, 2015). From a sustainability perspective, sales are easier today than, let’s say, ten years ago, when customers would not ask for e.g. an EPD. To put it simple: today, they tend to buy more efficient equipment from ABB and take credit from it - in some years, it is time for ABB to charge for it (Nordström, 2015).

Naturally, the interest for energy efficiency measures follows energy prices. For example electricity prices in Indonesia increased by 15% in 2013 (EIA, 2015) which contributes to a growing interest for ABB’s services and products (Auletta, 2015).

The European energy directive (EU, 2012) is another driver. The implementation of the directive varies between European countries. Especially in Germany, where non-compliance may incur fines, the directive has required large efforts since it includes energy “audits” on every site of a certain size (Nordström, 2015).

4.3.4.3 Barriers

As mentioned above, barriers to increased energy efficiency in ABB’s own operations include the competition in space for investments and short pay-back periods. This is also true from a products’ energy efficiency perspective: although energy measures may have payback periods below 2-2.5 years (theoretical potential), only about 20% of this potential will be implemented (practical potential) because of customers’ priorities to other aspects. Payback period is a function of energy prices, and where these are low, e.g. in the US, the interest for energy efficiency measures is poor. Sometimes, customers are inclined to recruit students to carry out energy analyses, instead of commissioning ABB, but these studies are likely to come up with only easily implemented measures rather than exhaustive and technically more challenging ones (Auletta, 2015).

4.3.4.4 Enablers

For a successful implementation, it is vital that the customer has incorporated an energy strategy including an organization that ABB can communicate with and with a clear mandate (Auletta, 2015). Figure 15 illustrates the building blocks forming an entity in such an energy strategy (Auletta, 2013).
As mentioned above, innovations released in 2014, updated Health, Safety and Environment checklists and guidelines for Research and Development were expected to contribute to increased revenue from energy efficiency and renewable sales (ABB, 2015b).

### 4.3.4.5 Effects on energy and resources – in theory

ABB has a global market, and, as mentioned above, the global savings in electricity from using ABB drives were assessed to 445 TWh in 2013 (ABB, 2015b). From experience, the actually realized savings generally correspond to about 20% of the theoretical potential (Auletta, 2015), which thus would amount to, roughly, 2,200 TWh. If the revenues related to energy efficiency and renewable energy increase by 20% in 2020, and assuming the current rate of global savings in electricity from additional products and services, this would correspond to an increase in theoretical electricity savings globally from about 2,200 TWh per year in 2013 to about 2,700 TWh per year in 2020. With a GHG emission factor corresponding to a European electricity mix, this would reduce GHG emissions with additionally 206 Mton CO$_2$eq per year.

### 4.3.4.6 Effects on energy and resources – in practice

As already mentioned, the global savings in electricity from using ABB drives were assessed to 445 TWh in 2013 (ABB, 2015b). If the revenues related to energy efficiency and renewable energy increase by 20% in 2020, and making the same assumptions as above, the use of ABB drives would correspond to an increase in electricity savings globally from 445 TWh to 534 TWh per year. With a GHG emission factor corresponding to a European electricity mix, this would reduce GHG emissions by another 41 Mton CO$_2$eq per year.

### 4.3.4.7 Implications for competitiveness

Apart from providing solutions that both ABB and its customer benefit from, the energy efficiency services business is vital for ABB as being perceived as a sustainable, innovative and responsive company, both by investors and employees, both today and tomorrow.
4.4 AkzoNobel

AkzoNobel is a global paints and coatings company, with around 50,000 employees in 80 countries. The headquarters is situated in Amsterdam, the Netherlands (AkzoNobel, 2015a). AkzoNobel business is divided into three business areas: decorative paints, specialty chemicals and performance coatings (AkzoNobel, 2015b). They produce a wide range of brands, for business to business as well as to consumer markets.

4.4.1 Sustainability at AkzoNobel

AkzoNobel has had an active sustainability work for many years, and are very proud to be in top three position of Dow Jones sustainability index in the Materials industry group for the last nine years, with a top ranking the last three years. (AkzoNobel, 2015c).

According to the Annual report 2013, this position has been achieved by “being committed to the concept that we shouldn’t make separate business and sustainability decisions” (AkzoNobel, 2014a page 17).

In 2013, AkzoNobel announced a new vision, strategy and targets related to sustainability (AkzoNobel, 2014a). In the six strategic targets communicated in the 2013 Annual report, three were directly related to sustainability, as seen in figure 16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Return on sales</strong></th>
<th>Achieve return on sales (operating income/revenue) of 9 percent by 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Return on investment</strong></td>
<td>Achieve return on investment (operating income/average invested capital) of 14 percent by 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net debt/EBITDA</strong></td>
<td>Maintain net debt/EBITDA lower than 2.0 by 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resource efficiency</strong></td>
<td>Improve resource efficiency across the full value chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carbon emissions</strong></td>
<td>Reduce our carbon emissions across the value chain by 25 to 30 percent per ton by 2020 (2012 base)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eco-premium solutions</strong></td>
<td>Increase revenue from downstream eco-premium solutions to 20 percent of our revenues by 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 16. AkzoNobel strategic targets 2013 (AkzoNobel 2014a)*

A novelty in this strategy was a strong value-chain focus, including “significant reduction in specific greenhouse gas emissions across the value chain” (AkzoNobel, 2014b).

The value chain focus was however not new internally. The group AkzoNobel Sustainability had been working with the value chain in terms of taking a life cycle perspective on environmental work for many years. For example, they have been
members of the Swedish Life Cycle Center since the 90’s, and have an experienced team of LCA specialists in house. To date about 500 LCAs have been made on corporate products (Hallberg, 2015a).

4.4.1.1 Selection of case studies

In AkzoNobel, two case studies have been selected for this study, linked to the carbon emission and the eco-premium solution targets respectively;

1. The process itself to set and meet the target on reduced carbon footprint across the value chain
2. The Intersleek® eco-premium solution in marine coatings.

The case studies were selected and initially explored in a telephone interview with Klas Hallberg, Manager Developments in Sustainability, May 7, 2015. For the value chain target case, and additional in-depth telephone interview was made with Derek Rance, Director Research and Innovation for Performance Coatings at AkzoNobel, June 26, 2015. The Intersleek case was mainly covered through an in-depth telephone interview with Trevor Solomon, September 7, current market manager for Intersleek, with previous position as both product and business manager of the Intersleek product range. A complementary interview for both cases was held with Klas Hallberg October 7, 2015. Primary data from the interviews has been complemented with Annual reports and other company related documents and websites in both cases.

4.4.2 Target on reduced carbon footprint across the value chain

Since 2013, the corporate target of resource efficiency has been formulated to include carbon footprints of the entire life cycles of their products, from cradle to grave. In average in AkzoNobel, 15% of carbon footprint throughout the full life cycle of the products stem from the company’s own operations. The rest occur either upstream at the suppliers and raw material production, or downstream among retail, use and waste handling (AkzoNobel, 2015c). The target to reduce carbon footprint with 25-30 % thus implies that operations outside of AkzoNobels own control, such as actions among suppliers and customers, also has to change to reach the target (see figure 17).

```
15%

Target 2020: - 25%
```

Figure 17. AkzoNobel has a strategic target of reducing carbon footprint of the entire value chain with 25-30% per ton of sales, from 2012-2020, although their own operations only make up 15% on average.

4.4.2.1 Introduction of a goal on value chains

The decision to adopt a corporate target encompassing the entire value chain was a result of years of work in the area of life cycle thinking in the AkzoNobel Sustainability team.
(Hallberg, 2015a). The team had gradually extended the scope of assessment for environmental considerations within the company, from own operations to a wider life cycle perspective. First, by assessing and discussing cradle to gate in one business unit showing the most interest, gradually extending this practice to more business units. Later on including also cradle to grave in environmental assessments, and slowly spreading also this practice among the business units.

The Manager for Developments in Sustainability were in the early 2010s able to argue to the Sustainability Director and other managers that the practice of measuring performance of entire value chains was “already there” and thus no major changes needed to assess and follow up a potentially forthcoming value chain strategy (Hallberg, 2015b).

In 2012, Ton Büchner was appointed as new CEO of AkzoNobel, (AkzoNobel, 2015d). He wanted to put strategies on the value chain “forward to the external world”, and it was decided to also define a quantitative target (Rance, 2015). The target was expressed in the new corporate strategy in 2013, as described above.

### 4.4.2.2 Defining the range/scope of the target

Once the decision was made to have a target on the entire value chain, it was a fairly rapid activity to identify the scope. Within 1-2 months, a number was to be set that each business area in AkzoNobel felt comfortable to sign up to (Rance, 2015).

Sustainability work of AkzoNobel is executed through a Sustainability Leadership Team, chaired by the director of sustainability, holding one representative from each business area. This group became responsible for recommending a target level, and also implementing what was finally agreed. The three business areas are very different in nature, and thus also in their focus and possibility to affect the carbon footprint of their respective value chains. Thus it was no easy task to set one common target for the entire corporation (Rance, 2015).

For specialty chemicals, the own operations contributes with a large component of their total footprint (38%), as illustrated in figure 18. For decorative paint, energy efficiency strongly relies on the amount of high energy containing components in their products, and upstream operations account for 64% of all footprint (figure 19). In performance coatings, the acts of customers are the main contributions of carbon footprint. The application and curing process and end of life roughly constitutes two thirds of the footprint (64%), and a very small share in own operations (as illustrated in figure 20). (Data from AkzoNobel, 2015c).

![Figure 18. In specialty chemicals, an important part of the carbon footprint is associated with the company’s own operations.](image-url)
Figure 19. For decorative paint, a lot of energy is used upstream, and reducing carbon footprint is mainly about reducing the need for energy intensive components.

Figure 20. In performance coatings, about 2/3 of the carbon footprint is within downstream operations.

Each business unit was asked what target they could manage, and the business managers seemed keen on providing strong ambitions. Performance coatings gave the lowest bid of the three. They thought they were too dependent on their customers’ behavior to target any more radical changes: “You can’t tell a customer that is has to do something” (Rance, 2015).

After consultations with the AkzoNobel Sustainability group and internal discussions, Performance Coatings finally set 20% as the maximum limit, and that would “really be a stretch”. The other two, decorative and specialty chemicals, said 30% is possible. So the target was formulated as “25-30%” for the corporation as a whole (Rance, 2015).

The AkzoNobel Sustainability team was a bit surprised by the ambitions expressed by the business units. They thought even 15% would be a challenging target to reach for. Possibly, the units did not fully grasp the amount of changes needed in processes outside of own operations? (Hallberg, 2015 b).

4.4.2.3 Means to meet the target

Different business units have been working differently to meet the target. In performance coatings, for example, progress have been made in the area of influencing suppliers to reduce energy and waste, and in shifting to more renewable materials in existing products and processes. The act of customers, and how this can be influenced by AkzoNobel, has also been increasingly recognized in the company. Some internal ways of working put forward by Mr Rance (2015), the director Research and Innovation for Performance Coatings, include:

Conversations with key suppliers – Introducing a dialogue with key suppliers delivering high volumes or share of material, pointing out that if they could help reducing the carbon footprint along the value chain, they will be valued as a better supplier internally. However, in order to do so, suppliers also needed to share information on reductions made, so AkzoNobel could include it in the carbon assessment models. Some suppliers were willing to do that, others thought it was not Alzo Nobel’s business. Some suppliers were also afraid of haggling, for example that if they showed reduced energy use, then AkzoNobel would ask them for price decrease. Thus, Mr Rance conclude. “You have to
have element of trust in the value chain to save the planet. That you see in the world today: The collaboration in the value chain is really important to make changes for the future.”

Align with customer(s customer) – The recognition that 2/3 of the footprint in performance coatings were downstream has led to a more customer based way of working with sustainability. Yet, also among customers, the maturity and interest differ considerably. A way forward used in performance coatings, has been to specifically target customers, or even customers’ customers, that explicitly see sustainability as a core value and themselves trying to reduce their carbon footprint. These customers are often well-known global players generally recognized as leaders in sustainability. Looking for sustainable solutions together with these customers, and help them reduce their footprint, provides a mutual benefit.

The practice of “jumping” in the value chain, to talk directly to the customer of the customer, was according to Mr Rance a “sort of a forbidden thing” many years ago. However, the perception today is that the 1st tier customers are now recognizing that their customers often can have a better dialogue directly with the producer on what they want. The customers’ customers are the ones driving the product specifications. Large companies closer to end products are also often more experienced in e.g. regulatory affairs and how to change them than their suppliers, and often they also have a deeper knowledge of the specific chemistry and performance needed in their particular application.

To this end, a strategy seems to be to team up with “likeminded” when it comes to both suppliers and customers. “What we try to do is to align ourselves with major global players that are minded like us.” (Rance, 2015)

Managing the product portfolio from a carbon perspective – A recent idea in performance coatings, following from the carbon target, is that the product portfolio might need to be managed, not only from a financial perspective, such as gross margin, but also from a carbon footprint perspective. A way to reach the target might be to promote value chains with low footprints: If you can grow the sales of these low footprint products, and reduce the sales of products associated to value chains with high footprint, you can reduce the footprint all in all. This is a fairly new discussion within performance coatings, and “a concept that we are playing with still”. Mr Rance tries to promote the idea internally among business leaders when he has the opportunity. So far, initial interest has been strongest within performance coatings, the business units having the main impacts downstream in the value chain.

4.4.2.4 Evaluation and follow up

The target to reduce carbon footprint along the value chain is followed up twice a year (Hallberg, 2015a). Every part of the business has identified “generic key value chains”, covering at least 80% of their sales volume. With support from AkzoNobel Sustainability, these key value chains are translated into carbon footprint along the entire value chain. For this, different downstream scenarios are assumed, as there are many possible applications of products made.

Calculations are based on data from the about 500 LCA studies made in the organization throughout the years. Along with sales figures for different product groups, an estimation can be made on the cradle-to-grave carbon footprint per ton of sales for the entire corporation.
The carbon footprint target is per ton of product, as it was not considered possible to relate to functional unit as these differ so much in the organization (Hallberg, 2015a). Impacts during use phase are calculated based on operations directly related to the use of the AkzoNobel product as such, such as heat for application or removal. Any potential impact on related life cycles, such as reduced fuel use of a ship due to the use an AkzoNobel coating, does not affect the AkzoNobel cradle to grave footprint according to current practices (Hallberg, 2015b).

Responsibility for meeting the target is distributed in the organization. The managing directors within each business area have the accountability for supporting the sustainability dashboard, in which the carbon footprint target is one part. The functional directors have the accountability for delivering their part of the deal through various key performance indicators they are responsible for (Rance, 2015).

### 4.4.2.5 Enablers and barriers

The Manager Developments in Sustainability recognizes that although there is often a willingness to reach the value chain target, from there to understand what action to undertake is a long step away (Hallberg, 2015a).

There is an internal lack of understanding of the life cycle perspective, resulting in, for example, business and middle managers focusing the wrong processes. A common mistake is to overestimate the potential of efficiency measures in own operations. Also, not all managers know their value chains in enough detail to be able to see what actions or part of the life cycle to target (Hallberg, 2015a,b).

Also among employees and business units recognizing the need to engage all stakeholders in the company, reduction of carbon footprint along the value chain turned out to be tricky. The maturity of customers and suppliers vary a lot, and conversation with many suppliers, even some key ones, are not as fruitful as they would like them to be (Rance, 2015). There is also a lack of coordinated market strategy in the corporation, as AkzoNobel has been built up around a range of separate businesses, organized with market managers for different product groups but no central marketing department (Hallberg, 2015a).

Another potential barrier is the practice in the company to stick to core operations and not extending the scope of business outside the production of products. An example is in the area of powder coating in which it takes a lot of energy to add energy to apply the paint. Many customers use very old technology for application. In theory, AkzoNobel could be able to help the customer to find new technologies for application, and perhaps share the investment and profits. But this is not normally regarded as the responsibility of AkzoNobel as it is not perceived as core business. However, there are also examples where such collaboration exists. Within AkzoNobel EKA for example, there already is a tradition of selling technology solutions and services to customers, for example helping customers to operate their own mills. This unit has so far also showed results in improving carbon footprint in a life cycle perspective (Hallberg, 2015).

Apart from stakeholders and business structures, internal priorities also repeatedly came through as major barriers in this case, i.e. sustainability not being top priority for business. The general ambition is clear in theory: to increase profitability of the company while still decreasing energy consumption. Also there is an understanding that it is up to the business units to create products that do create value for their customers that they then will be rewarded by financially. However, how to do it in practice is not easy (Rance, 2015).
There indeed are *tradeoffs between financial and non-financial targets*, and often up to the managers to find the right balance between financial and non-financial targets (Rance, 2015). Financial targets are often the overriding thing among many managers and thus often get priority in terms of time and resources. For many managers it may well be that carbon footprint reduction is something that is “nice to have in the back on your mind”, but when it comes to return on sales opposite return on carbon, then driving financial performance to competitive levels is “the overriding priority” (Rance, 2015). It also seems that business leaders have the opportunity to make (but also be exposed of) more drastic measures to achieve economic objectives than environmental, such as closures and layoffs (Hallberg, 2015b).

A new combined “resource efficiency index”, defined as “gross margin divided by cradle to grave carbon footprint” might, according to Hallberg 2015, provide more guidance in the relation between finance and energy, and assist in enhancing supply chains with high profit but low climate impact. The index is however not associated with any target at the moment, but it is included and monitored in the Annual Report 2015 (AkzoNobel, 2015c).

Mr Rance (2015) further recognizes that progress also depends on the *agenda of individual managers* leading different functions. Getting alignment across a huge corporation is a huge task, and focus of (middle) managers can have an extensive impact on how fast a process is progressing.

It might also be so that *other aspects of sustainability have higher priority in the organization*. It is much more focus on reducing potential emissions of dangerous substances than on energy efficiency. Similarly, there is more focus on the target for eco-premium solutions than that on reducing carbon emissions across the value chain. Mr Rance explains this with the interest of customers: It is only a very small share of the customers focusing carbon. Toxicity is more relevant for a broader set of customers. Taken together, there is a *very small part of the organization that explicitly works with the carbon reduction target* (Rance, 2015).

### 4.4.2.6 Energy implications – theoretical potential

In 2014, AkzoNobel had a total carbon footprint of 26.9 million tons CO₂, of which 4 million tons was in own operations (AkzoNobel 2015c). A reduction with 25%-30% of the carbon footprint would then imply reduced carbon footprint with around 7 million tons CO₂e per year (6.7-8.1 million tons based on 2014 numbers) from 2020 on (assuming the same sales volumes 2020 as in 2014).

The target to reduce carbon footprint with 25-30% along the value chains are very much related to energy efficiency. Approximately 90% of the carbon footprint corresponds directly to energy use (Hallberg, 2015a).

### 4.4.2.7 Energy implications – practical potential

With 5 years left to reach the target to reduce the cradle-to-grave carbon footprint per ton of sales by 25–30 %, from 2012 to 2020, it is clear that it is yet a long way to go. 2013 resulted in 2% reduction of carbon footprint cradle to grave per ton of sales, but in 2014, the result was an increase in carbon footprint with 4% compared to the 2012 baseline (AkzoNobel, 2015c).

According to the Manager Developments in Sustainability, there are several reasons for the slow progress (Hallberg, 2015a, b).
The target was set in conjunction with a shift in CEO. Previous sustainability targets had been regarded more as visions in the company. Possibly this culture was still dominant when the business units were asked to set the target. The succeeding practice of treating it a hard target became a bit of a surprise in the organization.

The target is indeed very high. To reach such levels there is a need for radical shifts in technologies, resource base or energy supply, not only in own operations or among 1st tier suppliers, but in the full value chain of the products. Also the target is for the entire corporation and sustainability improvements made in some areas could well be outweighed by actions in other areas with opposite effect.

A lack of understanding of the life cycle perspective among both AkzoNobel and suppliers has led to misunderstandings in what requirements and actions are to be made. As a result, a promised value chain reduction of 20% from one supplier may become 20% reduction in the suppliers own operations (at best). This leads to a lot of frustration within AkzoNobel at follow up, when advances made turn out to have much less effect than anticipated on the value chain target.

Global megatrends, such as interest in general of renewable energy, indeed help AkzoNobel to reach the target, but may also counteract it. Today’s low oil price is devastating for the very development of renewable energy and raw material supply.

The major impacts on the target is not related to sustainability considerations in each value chain, but from changes in the product mix, acquisitions, divestitures, new markets, global business cycles, etc., which normally not primarily have to do with any environmental strategy.

According to the sustainability leadership team representative of one of the three business units, the challenge is also not only to “do enough”, but also to do it fast enough to reach the goal. The performances of new products are very important for the customer, and there are a lot of testing and criteria to be met to convince the customer of a new product. It may well take 5 years before any sales of a new product get going. Thus, product development starting now will not affect the target for 2020 (Rance, 2015).

Despite dismal figures in 2014, it has been decided to maintain the set target (Hallberg, 2015b). Although there is an emerging awareness in the organization that more radical structural changes are needed to reach the target, a lot of the responsibility remains on the individual business units.

### 4.4.2.8 Competitive advantage

When the new CEO of AkzoNobel started in 2012, he clearly showed that the strategy of AkzoNobel working with the entire value chain was an important message to external stakeholders (Rance 2015).

Internally, this goal seems to have been perceived more as of interest for AkzoNobel as a company, and less so for increasing the competitive advantage of specific products or business units. "If it provides value for AkzoNobel, then we do it" seems to have been a common reaction among managers (Rance, 2015). In the short run, the carbon reduction target across the value chain was expected to add a competitive advantage (only) when
aligned with other value propositions of the company. For some customers, the joint ambitions towards some common goal, such as carbon reduction along the life cycle, may pose an additional feature and get business relations that all in all resulted in a deal.

Yet such deals can be very substantial also in economic terms. For some products and segments, the environmental profile of AkzoNobel is a vital contributor to win certain major contracts, such as the Olympics, and may even allow for price premiums of up to 30-50% (Hallberg, 2015b).

4.4.3 InterSleek – Ship coating that reduces fuel consumption

Intersleek® is a range of products in the International paint brand. It is part of the so called marine coatings in the business area performance coatings of AkzoNobel. Intersleek belongs to the “eco-premium solutions” of the company, and its sales are thus affecting the AkzoNobel strategic target to increase the sales of eco-premium solutions sold to 20% in 2020.

There are basically two types of coatings in the marine and shipping industry; “antifoulings” and “foul release” (Criminna and Pagliaro, 2015). Antifoulings are biocide containing coatings, emitting controlled amounts of biocides continuously during operation. Intersleek® belongs to foul release coatings, which are biocide-free. Instead, the chemical components are chosen to provide a particularly smooth surface on which organisms have difficulties to attach (hence the name “sleek”) (Solomon, 2015). However, it also happens to have the positive life cycle benefit of making the ship run even more smoothly in the water, leading to less fuel needed during operation.

4.4.3.1 Development of the Intersleek product

Intersleek products have a positive environmental profile due to the absence of biocides and smooth surface resulting in lower fuel consumption. The first Intersleek product, Intersleek®425, was launched in 1996. Since then, development has mainly been directed towards increasing the possible market for the product by developing the coating to suit ships at lower speeds (Solomon, 2015). Luckily, this aim for higher market penetration has also gone hand in hand with better fuel efficiency for the ship.

Intersleek®900, launched in 2007, was AkzoNobel’s first fluoropolymer coating, suitable for vessels above 10 knots, such as tankers, bulk and general cargo vessels. Compared to silicone-based systems, such as Intersleek®700, (launched in 1999), this type of coating provided, among else, an even more smooth surface, resulting in up to 10% less fuel needed in operation (International Marine, 2011). The latest member of the Intersleek family, Intersleek®1100SR was launched in 2013, being even more effective to combat growth on a wider range of organisms.

4.4.3.2 Market reactions

Intersleek has been relatively well received on the market. The products in the range have surpassed each other, and Intersleek®1100SR is now the fastest growing foul release product of AkzoNobel (AkzoNobel 2015e).

Although quite successful, the product has yet but a small share of the total market opportunity. Reasons why customers hesitate to use Intersleek® include (Hallberg, 2015a; Solomon, 2015):
- Marine and shipping is a *conservative industry*. There is a high degree of *skepticism* among the customers to invest in new technology. A new coating is an investment that will last for at least the next 5 years. Many customers are uncertain about the consequences and hesitant to changing away from familiar coating system.

- *Uncertainties in actual effect. Physical conditions* at the time of operation of the vessel, such as operation speed, water temperature, geographical position etc. makes the fuel reducing effects vary and a certain effect and payback time difficult to guarantee.

- The coating has a higher purchase price, as well as a higher cost for application, than conventional alternatives. *Total investment cost for the coating is 2-3 times higher than conventional coatings.* Payback time depends on physical conditions, as mentioned above, and varies normally between 6 and 18 month. A *typical payback time is around 12 month* before the larger investment cost is paid back in less fuel consumption.

- *Industry/ownership structure* is also a barrier. Approximately 80% of all large ships are "on charter", i.e. there are different actors owning and operating the ship. This means that there most often is one actor providing (and paying for) the coating, and another actor accounting for continuous operation, including paying for the fuel use.

### 4.4.3.3 Development of a carbon credit program

In 2009, two years after the launch of Intersleek 900, the R&D Director at the time attended a presentation from a consultant on carbon offset programs. He had the idea to determine whether carbon credits could be used in the marine industry. AkzoNobel had already methods and calculations to assess the reduction of greenhouse gases with Intersleek. However, assessments from an independent reliable actor, as would be the case of an established carbon credit provider, were assumed to provide much more legitimacy for the environmental claims made (Solomon, 2015).

By the end of 2009, the Intersleek business team started to investigate the possibility to introduce an offset program for the carbon saved when using Intersleek products (Solomon 2015). The idea behind such program is that one credit represents the removal of a tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent from the atmosphere, and after being issued by an accredited agency, this credit can be traded on a voluntary carbon market (International Marine, 2015).

The Gold Standard was chosen as partner in this work. There was a lot of work to assess the internal feasibility, as well as comply with all the requirements of the program (Solomon, 2015). There were extensive requests for background data on both technical and environmental aspects. What more is, procedural and legal aspects such as customer agreements and auditing partners needed to be settled. Also, carbon offset principles in more general terms needed to be further developed, as marine industry was a brand new application for offsets. It was for example the first carbon-credit generating methodology for “moving articles” (International Marine, 2015).
After years of preparation, the two people at AkzoNobel had green light internally to go for the carbon credits program in 2013 (Solomon, 2015). In 2015 the first two pilots for credits were launched, with a range of customers already waiting to be part of the program. The Intersleek customers can choose how credits should be transferred; either in cash or as car bon credits. In the two pilot cases one customer wanted cash and the other credits. However, 34 more customers are in line for the program, and a majority of these (about 80%) has shown most interest in the cash solution. AkzoNobel assists in the sales of the credits by the use of an external broker for carbon offsets (Solomon, 2015).

4.4.3.4 Barriers and enablers

The improved life cycle performance of the ships seems to have been a positive “bi-effect” to other targets of AkzoNobel, thus not leading to any major trade-offs of internal priorities. Improved fuel efficiency for the ship owner co-developed with properties needed in the hunt for greater potential market share of the product. Increased sales have been in line with the strategy to sell more eco-premium solutions and profit margin of the product has also been relatively high throughout the years.

A potentially more controversial route in the company might have been the decision to engage in the carbon offset program. This was a new type of business for International paint. As a matter of fact, it was also a new type of sector for the offset industry. Yet the engagement in the carbon offset program did not induce any major obstacles internally, such as getting approval and acceptance for developing the idea, according to one of the managers behind it. At this specific point in time, Intersleek was run more autonomous than other brands, due to the importance and profitability of the products. As a result, Intersleek product and business managers had more direct access to top managers and were in this way able to “linestep” some levels of middle managers to get approval for the carbon offset work (Solomon 2015). Fortunately, these top managers also showed interest in the idea. The project duo of the offset program still needed to follow routines such as making calculations of business case etc. but with the more direct access, they did not have to convince so many people than would have been the case in a more “normal” organizational setting.

It also helped that business was good. Intersleek was successful and profitable in itself, and the idea of carbon credits was rather an initiative to enhance already good sales, than to “save” an unsuccessful product (Solomon, 2015).

For continuous further development and sales of the product, the current Intersleek market manager has identified uncertainty of the sales force as one of the main barriers (more than R&D for example) (Solomon, 2015). An internal survey of perceptions of sustainability goals and targets within AkzoNobel, partly initiated by the market manager, shows that the salesmen are uncomfortable in how to speak to the customers about the Intersleek benefits. They request e.g. more sales support and materials, as they perceived it as “a different way of talking” (Solomon, 2015)

Although yet a long way to go before full market acceptance, the carbon offset program has several characteristics that may contribute to ease some of the initial market reluctance. A trustworthy third party actor approving the environmental gains of using the product reduces customer’s uncertainty of the actual effect and provides important legitimacy for the claims made. The offset program is also a way to mediate financially between the owners of the ship and the operator leasing it. The credits are given to the one buying the coating, which contribute to outweigh the higher investment cost. Discussions are even held to find a deal where cash can be transferred already before actual sales of the credit, to reduce the delay in time for pay back of the investment (Solomon, 2015).
4.4.3.5 Energy efficiency effects – Theoretical potential

Intersleek is developed for vessels such as tankers, bulk carriers and general cargo vessels, and may potentially provide considerable improvements in energy efficiency during operation. Fuel and emissions savings are typically around 7-9% in average for Intersleek®900 compared to previous in-service periods using other coatings (International Marine, 2011; CPM 2013). AkzoNobel estimates that one single Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) could save 9,000 tonnes of fuel, 31,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions, and 3.6 million USD over a five year period when using Intersleek 900 instead of a self-polishing copolymer antifouling (International Marine, 2011), resulting in a reduction of 6,200 ton CO₂ yearly as illustrated in figure 21.

![Figure 21. A single large crude carrier may reduce its carbon dioxide emissions with 6,200 tonnes carbon dioxide per year by using Intersleek®900](image)

Own calculations of AkzoNobel show that if all ships (that the coating is suitable for) were coated with Intersleek, CO₂ emissions worldwide could be reduced by 90 million tons each year (International Marine 2011, see also figure 22). This is 50% more than the amount generated annually by the population of Sweden (CPM, 2013), and 3 times the full cradle to grave carbon footprint of AkzoNobel in 2014 (AkzoNobel 215c).

![Figure 22. If Intersleek®900 were used on all suitable ships worldwide, CO₂ savings could amount to 90,000,000 tonnes a year](image)
4.4.3.6 Energy efficiency effects – practical potential

The theoretical potential of Intersleek®900 is substantial, as seen above. The estimated value of 7-9% fuel savings in average is based on measures on ships in operation and can thus be seen as the practical potential technology wise. In-service measures show that for beneficial conditions, the actual effects may even be considerably higher than this (International Marine, 2011).

Nevertheless, the realized effect is much less than the potential 90 Mtons CO₂ per year stated above. This is mainly due to the limited market uptake of the product. According to the market manager of Intersleek, current market uptake is about 5% (Solomon 2015). Assuming that the 90 Mtons saving represent 100% of the possible market, a 5% uptake would lead to savings of 4,500,000 tones CO₂ annually. Although considerably lower than the 90 Mtons, this is still on pair with the carbon footprint of all AkzoNobel’s in-house operations worldwide (4 Mton 2014 according to AkzoNobel Annual Report 2014). A more conservative calculation on Intersleek 900 alone, based on the information that at least 350 large ships were coated with Intersleek®900 in 2014 (Criminna and Pagliaro, 2015), gives about 2 Mton CO₂ savings achieved (350*6,200=2,170,000 ton).

The limited market uptake is associated to a number of aspects, as seen above, such as reluctance of customers, changed cost-benefit distribution in the value chain and sales people not confident with communicating the new business rationale. The carbon credit program is expected to address many, yet not all of these obstacles.

4.4.3.7 Implications for competitive advantage

Possible implications on competitiveness for the Intersleek case can be found at both product and company levels. At product level, Intersleek has many characteristics that are beneficial to the customers, and thus pose a competitive advantage in potentially higher market share and profits:

- The use of Intersleek may lead to costs savings at customer level, due to lower fuel consumption and reduced costs of treatment and disposal of wash water and blasting abrasives at drydocking (because of absence of biocides) (International Marine, 2011).

- Interleek may, according to AkzoNobel, improve CSR and environmental performance and contribution to reach environmental goals of the vessel owner (International Marine, 2011).

- The carbon offset program adds a potential environmental or economic benefit to the customer. Indeed the offset program adds a major cost for AkzoNobel (e.g. for data collection, referees etc.). However, these costs are assumed to pay back in higher sales of Intersleek (Solomon, 2015).

- Apart from sales at a specific point in time, the carbon offset program may also provide more loyal customers, according to the director research and innovation for performance coatings at AkzoNobel (Rance, 2015).

The actual market impact of carbon credits is too early to evaluate, as it is in its infancy. But according to the market manager of Intersleek, it seems very positive. They receive much interest and many questions from customers regarding the carbon credits and related matters. However, it is too early to say if the greater sales they have seen lately, is
due to a profound interest of the product as such, or a result of more general ups and downs on the market (Solomon, 2015).

In addition to having customer benefits that allows for a price premium and increased market share, Intersleek may also strengthen the competitiveness of AkzoNobel as such.

- Intersleek is frequently used by AkzoNobel globally as an example of sustainable solutions and innovations (AkzoNobel 2015f). This strengthens the image of AkzoNobel as an innovative and responsible company, and sends a message to stakeholders that AkzoNobel is working actively in the area.

- According to Hallberg (2015), such good examples of innovations in the area of sustainability is also very important for shareholders and investors, for example pension funds, in their assessment of the sustainability and future position of the company.

- The Intersleek development also serves as internal inspiration for employees as an example of a successful product that is both profitable and more sustainable: “Everybody within AkzoNobel wants to be part of it.” (Solomon, 2015).

5 Analysis

The results from the case studies were analyzed using a grounded and iterative approach, where the results were categorized, classified and grouped to find common themes and phenomena emerging from the cases. Detailed notes from each case study interview were classified into drivers, barriers and enablers found in each case. A table was made where all these data were introduced, grouped and compared between all the cases. Further classification and grouping were made by the researchers in an iterative manner, resulting in the emergence of four more or less explicit “strategies” to which most of the barriers and enables could be classified:

- Find and share the life cycle benefits
- Get focus and priorities in line
- Enable and encourage understanding and action
- Seek or create a way forward

The above themes were presented and discussed in a workshop with experts in industry and academia including participating companies and researchers as well as peer experts in other industry and academic environments. Focus of this workshop was on ways of working and recommendations to policy.

In the subsequent analysis, results for each of the four themes based on case studies and workshop were compiled and related to what was found in the literature. An analysis was also made on the theoretical and practical effects of the studied cases.

In the following, the four identified themes will be described in more detail as identified ways of working. Many aspects may belong to multiple themes, but have been presented only in one to avoid repetitions. The analysis ends with effects on energy, competitiveness and implications for policy.
5.1 Find and share the life cycle benefits

Under this theme we have collected concerns and examples related to how to extend the scope of optimization from a single company to entire value chains, and what implications this extended scope will have on business models and practices, including the sharing of risks and benefits in the value chain.

5.1.1 Barriers and enablers

In most of the case studies where the companies offered products or service to a market, the revenues of the companies depend on selling products or services defined in physical terms. In some of the case studies, benefits from an energy life cycle perspective were found to be both “unlocked” and “locked in” because of business models, targets and mindsets. Space and power in negotiations, cost-benefit distribution and integrity aspects were also described as barriers and enablers for energy life cycle efficiency.

Examples of barriers identified in the study:

- The trend of outsourcing and sticking to core operations
- Perception of what is the role of each actor (not our business /role to provide services e.g. )
- Divergent views on what system to optimize, e.g. own operations, or various part of the value chain.
- Suppliers unwilling to reveal energy information (e.g. perceived risk of price haggling, energy-price-related contracts etc.)
- Lack of trust from suppliers
- Changed distribution of costs between purchase and operation
- Split ownership/responsibility of actors investing in and benefitting from energy effects (e.g. leasing)
- Difficulties in sharing business information between certain actors within a supply chain
- Business agreements on confidentiality of certain data
• Legal barriers on trade and/or integrity hindering dialogue that may relate to forthcoming commercial collaborations.

Examples of enablers identified in the study:
• Targets set on the entire value chain
• Business practices including sales of services
• Third party actor mediating profits or information along the value chain

Financial calculations not accounting for life cycle costs combined with separate budgets for investments and operations is a barrier to finding and sharing life cycle benefits also mentioned in energy efficiency literature.

The extended scope from optimizing energy efficiency in one unit to a full value chain is really central in the LCA and LCM literature, as the main premise on which all work is based. The business case of such work is a presumption found in some LCM literature, although with limited back up in concrete examples.

5.1.2 Ways of working in industry
Finding and sharing life cycle risks and benefits may require new methods for making business and the recognition of so called value chain stewardships, which is established when economic incentives and environmental impact coincide (see e.g. Cerin 2006). Energy efficiency in a life cycle perspective is one aspect that would need consideration by the value chain steward. Below, we suggest how to come about these new ways of working.

5.1.2.1 Optimize a broader system
Life cycle energy use is a concept that needs to be introduced in product and process development along with new business models. Optimizing life cycle energy use implies calculating energy use upstream and downstream your own activities and possibly sharing and “trading” information that, today, is either considered confidential or commercially regulated.

Dare to target energy/greenhouse gas targets outside your own control – Setting and following up quantitative energy use and greenhouse gas targets for the entire value chain challenge existing roles and practices and encourage ideas on how to reach a more holistic approach to energy use in value chains.

Who manages the life cycle – you? Energy efficiency throughout value chains assumes a life cycle “agent”, actively trying to manage the life cycle impacts in this respect. Who is, or could be, this agent of change?

Identify or create a “broker” for information and profit – To overcome legal or business barriers that may compromise trade regulations or integrity, sensitive information required for optimizing a broader system would need a function for sharing and “trading” information – a “broker” – and a system that enables sharing profits and deficits.

5.1.2.2 Challenge existing business models
Existing contracts, business models and business logic may hinder life cycle energy efficiency. Established practices such as outsourcing can be questioned from a life cycle
perspective. Promising examples in literature and in the case studies are rather found
where companies extend their business scope or control larger shares of the supply chain.

**Embrace the need for changes in markets or product mixes** – Recognizing the need to
manage the product portfolio from an energy/resource use or carbon perspective is a
challenging insight, leading to a discussion about the possibility and responsibility to
induce market changes for the sake of carbon footprint and consequently setting up new
market and product strategies.

**Rethink scope of business** – The practice of developing profitability and efficiency
together with partners oppose the trend in many companies to outsource everything but
core business. Examples from the case studies show indications that business units
offering services together with products seem to be more successful in implementing a
life cycle perspective than those with a single focus on selling products. A step in this
direction identified in the workshop is to offer competence in life cycle impacts related to
the product as a sales argument, to differentiate the sales offer.

**Explore new business models** – Business models based on sales of functions or services
has the potential to shift incentives, profits and logics to more life cycle based use of
resources. Such service-related business models must be translated to economic results,
so that the economic model is not still only based on selling products, and profit might
have to be allocated in the value chain. Due to the inertia of large existing production
systems, new business models are mainly an opportunity in early business planning, e.g.
when introducing new products, new technologies or new offers.

5.1.2.3 **Deal with changed cost-benefit distribution in the value chain**

New business models might change power balances in the value chain, such as the
relation between supplier and customer. To succeed, trust has to be maintained, insecurity
and uncertainty have to be discussed and managed and new solutions have to be agreed
upon.

**“Translate” benefits to each stakeholder’s own language** – Context, background and
culture are parameters that influence perceptions and interpretations also in business. One
of the conclusions from the project workshop was that these parameters have to be
addressed to get stakeholders in a supply chain committed to changes in the distribution
of costs and benefits. A translation of any new business practice or model to a “what’s in
it for me” in the appropriate stakeholder’s own language was found crucial.

**Get support from a third party** – The use of an trustworthy NGO or other third party
actor may assist in providing financial structures, legitimacy for claims made and a
predefined transparency. Examples from the case studies include a carbon trade
certification body (Gold standard) ensuring an arena for an independent, systematic
process for carbon offsetting, and WWF helping the setting and commitment to life cycle
targets for the reduction of GHG emissions and energy use.

**5.2 Get focus and priorities in line**

This theme is about how to deal with diverging priorities in-house, as well as among
suppliers and customers. It also includes the formulation and use of appropriate key
performance indicators and the responsibilities for their follow-up.
5.2.1 Barriers and enablers

An organization does not only have one but plenty of voices and priorities. The case studies showed quite important barriers to consistent and concurrent priorities; focuses sprawled both within the companies and along the supply chains. Enablers were relatively few and addressed mainly how complexity had been managed. Highly emphasized during the project workshop was the need to recognize life cycle thinking to influence strategic decisions and to analyze the costs for the customer and for the customers’ customer as input to prioritization.

Examples of barriers identified in the study:

- Energy efficiency targets (national and organizational) with too narrow a boundary, possibly resulting in sub-optimizations
- High level of complexity and wide internal range of products and practices (different products, different countries, different operations)
- Focus, resources and follow-up not aligning life cycle
- Other goals/actions (financial, other sustainability goals/actions) having higher priority in the competition for space for investments
- Lack of coordination of different strategies
- Diverging personal engagement of internal (middle) managers
- Sustainability/energy targets perceived as the responsibility of environment department alone, only engaging a very small part of the employees and/or organization
- Lack of requirements with respect to energy efficiency
- Customers’ and own limited space for investments (priority to other investments than energy efficiency measures)
- Customers having higher focus and priority on finance/price than sustainability in the purchasing situation
- Customers’ lack of an energy strategy including organization to communicate with and with a clear mandate

Examples of enablers identified in the study:

- Group sustainability objectives highly prioritized and of common interest
- Formulation and follow-up of targets
- Setting targets on life cycle energy use
- Continuous follow up of and attention to results
- Combined environmental and financial KPI (for example in reporting)
- Adaptation to complexity of organization (for example global)
- Adaptation to complexity of product (for example different products)

In LCM literature the management support, integration in functions and alignment with strategies are generally recognized as important for progress, although not going into detail on how to achieve this in practice. Energy efficiency literature more specifically points to separate budgets, competition of internal resources and calculations not taking cost into account in a life cycle perspective as barriers (IVA, 2013a), and green lean to the perception that green initiatives are time consuming and “do not pay” (Mollenkopf et al. 2010).

5.2.2 Ways of working

Getting focus and priorities in-line is a matter of managing complexity, but also about making life cycle thinking, both in environmental and economic terms, influence strategic decisions, prioritization, targets and KPIs. It is also vital to make also middle- managers committed to these metrics.

5.2.2.1 Dare be strategic!

Setting targets beyond your own operations is most certainly challenging for the majority of companies. Still, for true life cycle energy efficiency it is required.

Recognize the need for life cycle thinking – Setting targets on life cycle energy use requires not only courage but also long term commitment from owners and management at all levels. Using science based targets, such as “our contribution to the two-degree target”, may increase relevance and legitimacy to life cycle thinking in strategic decisions.

Support and/or introduce incentives. - To convey messages and in order to “make things happen”, management on different levels may need to explore existing incentives and practices and make appropriate adjustments to support the new direction in sustainability objectives such as energy efficiency targets. One example found in the cases was longer pay-back periods for energy efficiency investments to encourage production sites and business units contribute to the group sustainability objective on energy efficiency.

Regular follow up and sanctioning by top management – All strategic targets must be followed up by top management. If they are seen as strategic for the company this must also show in tradeoffs made.

5.2.2.2 Manage potentially conflicting goals

A single organization has to relate to a plethora of goals, some of which might be contradictory, either seemingly or truly. Some energy goals may require measures that coincide with commercially motivated actions – these measures represent the “low hanging fruits” that could be prioritized.

Identify harmonizing goals – The environmental or sustainability organization is not solely responsible for achieving sustainability goals - the business organization may find
additional motives for investments and/or measures alongside energy efficiency targets, such as increased productivity, increased quality and/or shift in technology, which facilitates financing.

**Scrutinize seemingly conflicting goals** - The case studies show several examples of conflicting goals, between financial and environmental goals, but also between different sustainability objectives (e.g. toxicity vs carbon) or between national/in house energy efficiency targets and targets along the life cycle. Furthermore, customers and other stakeholders may have different focus and prioritize goals differently, e.g. price. Consider whether changed cost-benefits internally could unlock additional possibilities. Another example from the case studies on how to handle the relation between environmental and financial goals was combined KPIs, such as “gross margin divided by cradle to grave carbon footprint”.

**Identify truly conflicting goals** - Trade-offs between truly conflicting goals will be necessary, e.g. between short term financial results and long term environmental goals. The functions may need assistance or clear guidelines to make these tradeoffs meet strategic targets.

5.2.2.3 **Formulate KPIs and ensure follow up**

Development must be monitored and result must be asked for. Relevant KPIs, driving development towards the target, without creating any “leakage” or rebound effects, regularly followed-up is a useful way of working.

**Find the energy life cycle hot-spots** – To put effort where it is the most effective, information about what contributes most to life cycle energy use is needed. However, since most products occur in several life cycles, the energy hot spots may differ depending on context. A set of screening LCAs could do for a start. Hot spots on a national level can also be identified by governmental agencies, according to ideas put forward in the project workshop.

**Set measurable targets and formulate KPIs** – Quantified targets and appropriate KPIs, reflecting life cycle ambitions, are valuable for monitoring and follow up. This was stressed especially during the project workshop. Yet this is not always straightforward to formulate in a multinational corporation with many products and markets. Sometimes a pragmatic target such as kg carbon per kg or dollar product sold is more feasible than relating to a functional unit, for example. Relative goals may also be a way to relate to complex realities, such as 25% below legal requirements in each country.

**Follow-up on KPIs** – A conclusion from both studied cases and the project workshop is that follow up of KPIs is important to maintain focus and interest from the organization, yet it is often neglected.

5.3 **Enable and encourage understanding and action**

In this theme we have included knowledge and understanding that enable life cycle action in that employees in different functions understand the life cycle perspective and its implications for own operation. We also include the encouragement of such action; how to boost motivation and commitment among the employees.
5.3.1 Barriers and enablers

The studied companies are all multinational groups with life cycle related targets and in house competence and experience in life cycle thinking and assessment. Yet they witness on lack of understanding of the life cycle perspective in general in the organization, and particularly a lack of translation to operational implications for relevant functions and employees. Enablers found in the case studies mainly regarded how project and case leaders used various ways to encourage action by boosting attention and commitment in the organization.

Examples of barriers identified in the study:

- Low in-house understanding and knowledge of the life cycle perspective
- Lack of translation from strategic to operational level
- New role/unaccustomed sales organization
- Lack of data
- Lack of time, resources and attention to life cycle work, e.g. energy efficiency measures
- Lack of time and money to motivate operators to change behavior

Examples of enablers identified in the study:

- Capacity building internally, such as internal education
- Internal attention to positive results and contributions by individual employees or groups
- Provision of support to specific functions, e.g. documents and checklists, but also on how to meet stakeholders with additional arguments
- Find arguments in line with the organization (for example budget, time, environment, long term, etc)

It is a major challenge to redirect current practices among the tens of thousands of people in multinational corporations to extend the scope from own operations to entire value chains. Even if the LCM-literature appoints itself as the means to make sustainability and life cycle thinking “operational” in industry (United Nations Environment Programme,
2007) there is notably little focus in literature on how to ensure this in practice. Within green/sustainable supply chain management, lack of training and understanding of how to incorporate green into ordinary practices are discussed, for example in sourcing. A smaller stem of research in LCM has also emphasized the importance of individual adaptation, interpretation and translation in each organization (e.g. Heiskanen, 2000; Rex and Baumann 2007; Schmidt and Remmen 2013).

### 5.3.2 Ways of working

Ways of working in relation to then enabling and encouragement of understanding and action particularly focus on how to achieve the translation from strategic ambitions to everyday work. Case studies and workshops very clearly show that this translation is not only vital to do, but also that it is made in a language familiar to each target group, and attention is given to progress made at all levels.

#### 5.3.2.1 Support in-house capacity and understanding

In-house capacity and knowledge needs to be sought on many levels. There is a need for education and capacity building on the main characteristics of the concept as such, as well as in relation to own operations. What more is, understanding relates to both physical effects, and rationales for engagement.

**Provide a reason** – People at both strategic and operational level often do not understand in what way they may affect the life cycle and reasons for doing so. Thus it is important to find arenas to mediate or discuss possibilities and rationales for each function to engage, i.e. to determine “what is in it for me” also among internal stakeholders. (Notably, this is as of today often anticipated to be done in economic terms.) Arenas for such discussions may be educational occasions but it also comes natural when life cycle targets are set in the organization. Similarly a discussion needs to be held on who is expected to be actively involved.

**Advance knowledge and understanding** – A common understanding of the life cycle perspective cannot be taken for granted, a fact that has been shown in both studied cases and previous research. Understanding is necessary on the life cycle perspective in general, but also more specifically on the nature of the own products’ life cycles, something that might be missing even among appointed product managers. Knowledge can be supported through hands on educations as well as knowledge sharing and exchange of experience among internal and external actors.

**Make knowledge possible** – Surprisingly few technical barriers or enablers were put forward in the case studies. Those still stressed regarded mainly means to know and follow up on progress due to e.g. lack of separate energy measuring equipment, but also inadequate access to supplier or customer specific data, or internal data systems not adapted to report on a suitable format for life cycle actions. The availability of such feedback is important to learn and improve from previous work.

#### 5.3.2.2 Assist in the transition from strategic to operative

It is not unusual that life cycle targets are set in the organization on a strategic level, without further guidance on how to get there. Thus the ambition is “clear in theory” but not what needs to be done in everyday practice.

**Invest in translation – and translators** – It is repeatedly seen in the case studies that life cycle work is not operationalized outside the environmental departments, despite
ambitious targets set. One reason being corporate functions not recognizing their roles and responsibilities. Another reason is lack of understanding how strategic ambitions translate to operational action. The case studies point to the importance of dedicated translators, taking on the role of mediating from strategy to operation. Most successful is when this translator has the time and mandate to work specifically with this translation in collaboration with affected units. In particular, behavioral changes need both a translation to operational work, and sustained coaching to set the new behavior.

**Talk the right language** – A company has many voices, cultures and motives. To speak the “right language” to different functions in the organization is considered essential to reach out in the organization. This include to translate ambitions and effects in terms central to each function, such as market shares, kWh or m tons produced, but it is also about knowing and using the technical and cultural way of talking in each department. The understanding and adaption to each target groups’ rationales and ways of talking was one of the most stressed enabler for life cycle action emphasized at the industry workshop.

**Provide visual examples** – Examples of actions and effects can have great pedagogical potential in showing what is possible in a context close to the employee. If internally or externally monitored, it can be increasingly motivational, if externally exhibited. Internal examples can be made as examples and test pilots of suggested practices. “Bad examples” are less accepted, but may well be as illustrative on effects of different actions.

### 5.3.2.3 Boost motivation and commitment

Knowledge and understanding is in many cases not enough for action. Formal and creative ways to create and increase attention has shown to be effective in achieving higher performance and commitment.

**Ensure frequent follow up** – Frequent follow up helps keep focus and commitment to a specific task. This can be achieved through hard targets and KPI, as discussed above, but also through softer means such as continuous reconciliations and pep-talks by project leaders and specialists.

**Create attention** – In the case studies we saw several examples of how attention to achievements made were created over and above corporate wide targets and KPI. A reoccurring example was more or less formal competitions and awards, spurring employees and groups to increase their ambitions (for example the best energy saver is awarded). Being the first in some respect, e.g. the first carbon-neutral site of its kind, also has the potential to increase motivation in the entire organization, from operation managers to public relation officers.

### 5.4 Seek or create a way forward

With an unclear immediate business case, divergent priorities and lack of shared understanding and commitment in the organization, it is surprising how much progress is still made. In the case studies made this can mainly be derived to devoted people constantly seeking their path through the organizations, advancing where it is possible for the time being, rather than acting on a predefined strategy.
5.4.1 Barriers and enablers

Organizational settings such as how people are arranged in departments, levels in the hierarchy, what collaborations to start with, the set up and manning of projects and strategies etc. were seldom explicitly mentioned by the respondents as being barriers for energy efficiency in value chains. Yet, such aspects were commonly referred to when the respondents talked about how they managed to proceed in their respective project. A large share of the enablers identified in the case studies were about how to make use of, or manage to walk around, existing organizational set ups and interests to be able to step by step “create” a way forward in the organization.

Examples of barriers identified in the study:

- Other focus and/or lack of interest in various parts of the organization.
- Reluctance among existing functions to change the way they work.
- Insecurity among staff, e.g. sales force uncertain in how they talk with customers about life cycle benefits.
- Complex product chains or multitude of functions and products
- Immature (1st tier) suppliers and/or customers not willing to discuss life cycle strategies and improvements.
- Nedprioriträngar och omstarter I organisationen
- Legacy in existing structures; there is already a set of production facilities competences etc. optimized in another logic (from workshop).

Examples of enablers identified in the study:

- The set-up of good examples and/or pilots internally showing a certain direction is possible.
- Favorable conditions or room for action (by chance): just enough to do at a certain period of time, profitable product, managers showing interest etc.
- Ability to find a “fast lane” in the organization, e.g. reduced levels of middle managers or the creation of specific project associated with time, resources and follow up.
- The use of “islands of interests” in the organization, wherever they turned out to be.
- Personal interest among employees
Our case studies show that acts of life cycle thinking still often has the character of ad-hoc work, even in well experienced and ambitious companies. Identified barriers and drivers point to the importance of a champion that finds resources in different ways, and adapt to the realities in different parts of the organization. Similar phenomena have early on been recognized in relation to LCA practice, (see e.g. Baumann 1998), and can be interpreted as life cycle thinking still not being institutionalized in the organization.

5.4.2 Ways of working

Ways of working related to seeking and creating a way forward emphasize the importance of devoted people passionate about making progress, but also how they find their way forward in the organization, like in a labyrinth, using existing and created stepping stones to proceed.

5.4.2.1 Anticipate and meet reluctance

Change leads to uncertainty in both the value chain and the organization as such. An important piece of the puzzle is to anticipate and keep barriers low, and not at least talking the right “language” to suit different functions.

Meet internal and external concerns and uncertainty – Particular functions and department might need technical support through guidelines, data, checklists and education to include energy efficiency aspects in their work. They may also need assistance in formulating arguments for changed practices against their respective internal and external stakeholders. Examples being sales people or project managers needing assistance in arguments other than price and performance. The use of a third party actor may help provide credibility and legitimacy in this process.

Keep initial investments low - Low initial investments in e.g. time and commitment decrease reluctance and perceived risk in the organization and may allow for some internal learning and testing before any formal statements.

5.4.2.2 Seek beneficial conditions

A bit of “luck” or beneficial circumstances such as co-development with other goals, interested managers, just enough to do or profitable products seems to have enabled many forms of progress in the studied cases. In an organization you can either search for the beneficial conditions, or try to create them.

Bypass or redefine organizational structures – There may sometimes be a need for new thinking in company organisational structure in order to allow life cycle-based innovations. In a previous study by Rex (2007), AB Volvo’s work to develop a hybrid truck turned out to require a reorganization of technological development units, since production of the powertrain could no longer be divided up as before. Suggestions of new practices and ways of thinking can also have difficulties to survive many levels of middle managers with their specific (and divergent) context and motives. Temporal project settings bypassing existing structures, and ultimately new ways of organizing in line with extended life cycle thinking might be needed.

Formalize the function of a sustainability leader – Literature as well as the case studies all show the importance of a devoted life cycle entrepreneur. Instead of waiting for such informal champion to emerge, a company can specifically appoint a role with this specific mission. Preferably such “sustainability leader” should have both business and environmental background to manage the challenges of translation and adaption to diverging contexts as previously discussed.
Recruit managers based on core values – The interest and priority of managers at different levels were repeatedly seen in the case studies as enablers to proceed with life cycle actions. In the workshop it was pointed out that this interest can also be proactively managed, for example by ensuring core values as part of the personal profile in (top) management recruitment.

5.4.2.3 Start where it is possible

Notably progress in the studied cases is not necessarily made where it has the main environmental or economic impact. Rather progress is made where it is possible to progress.

Team up with likeminded in the value chain – Many customers and suppliers are reluctant to challenge existing routines, and a way forward seems to be to align with companies showing similar green ambitions even if these are found among your 2nd or 3rd tier suppliers or customers.

Team up with likeminded in the organization – Similar to approaching likeminded actors in the value chains, life cycle champions in the companies seems to use islands of interest internally to set examples and show possible practices, for example first introducing a specific measure in small test scale in an interested business unit.

Recognize that change takes time – Life cycle thinking in practice may induce quite radical changes in both the company and the society at large. Not least changes in behavior take time as well as sustained patience and support. There might also be a great inertia in existing technical and personal infrastructure, such as production capacity or competence profiles, making existing systems very reluctance to change.

5.5 Impact on energy efficiency

Each of the cases described above include assessments of potential for reduction of energy use. Below these potentials are summarized and commented. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

5.5.1 Theoretical, practical/semi-empirical and actual improvements

In the case studies, different types of efforts to increase energy efficiency (in one case climate impact reduction) in product life cycles were described and, to some extent, quantified. Some cases are about already (or almost already) implemented measures, while others are about targets that reflect ambitions and directions, though details on implementation is lacking or left out. The approach in all cases was to identify a theoretical potential, reflecting a situation where the full potential of the target is achieved, a practical (or semi-empirical) potential, based on experience or assessments on what improvements that usually or probably can be expected, and finally (where applicable) actual reductions achieved in the specific case.

The distinction between theoretical and practical potential has also been made in the building sector, for example, where studies e.g. point to a theoretical reduction potential of CO₂ emissions of 60-70% for buildings (Mata, 2013; O’Brien 2012), while others show the practical reduction potential for property managers to be about 40% energy reduction (Dalenbäck et al 2005).
In our calculations, input data on the specific case has been taken from the case studies described on page 28-66, with complementary information for the assumptions and calculations made sought from literature or other sources. Effects are expressed in energy units, and corresponding CO₂ equivalents have been calculated by means of life cycle based emission factors for related energy carriers. In the case where climate impact reduction was the target parameter, the energy use was calculated correspondingly. These figures are summarized in Table 1 - 6, which also indicate where in the supply chain that GHG emissions reductions (and reduction in energy use) take place in relation to the case company, using the categorization in three broad scopes described in e.g. the GHG protocol® (WRI/WBSCD, 2015):

**Scope 1:** All direct GHG emissions.

**Scope 2:** Indirect GHG emissions from consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam.

**Scope 3:** Other indirect emissions, such as the extraction and production of purchased materials and fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not owned or controlled by the reporting entity, electricity-related activities (e.g. transmission and distribution losses) not covered in Scope 2, outsourced activities, waste disposal, etc.

Table 1-6 is only aimed at illustrating examples and order of magnitude for the effect of different types of actions. Although the figures in the tables below are based on actual case studies, it must be emphasized that they represent rough estimates of yearly reductions in energy use and with assumptions made on actual energy carriers. Furthermore, the time for implementation differs, causing temporal asymmetries between different cases. Finally, the conversion between energy use and GHG emissions and vice versa is based on emission factors from literature or commercial LCA software, and not on case-specific data.

### 5.5.2 Conclusions

Although the quantification of the impact on energy efficiency estimated in the cases are very case-specific and includes many assumptions, they support the following conclusions:

- In the production of active products (i.e. products that require input and/or influence other products during the use phase), energy efficiency measures beyond own activities generally have a (much) higher energy efficiency potential than measures in own activities.
- The actual and/or semi-empirical potential is generally very much lower (10 % or even less) than the theoretical potential.
Table 1 Case "15 % idle electricity". Summary of estimated potential for reduction in energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Case- specific input data extracted from the case study (page 35-38), other input data from literature or other sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case: &quot;15% idle electricity&quot;, energy project within Volvo CE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Data for the calculations below:**

*Theoretical reduction potential:* At the end of 2013, before the global energy project started, six factories together had a potential of reducing energy use with approximately 16,800 MWh per year if they reduced their idling consumption also on the weekends, from Friday afternoon to Monday morning (58h) to 15% of consumption during production. Data for actually realized reduction is not available.

For the calculation of the targeted reduction in GHG emissions, emission factors for average European electricity mix (ESU services, 2015) of 462 g CO2eq/kWh (Gode et al 2011) have been used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yearly reduction</th>
<th>GWh</th>
<th>kTon CO₂eq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical reduction potential (target)</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical/semi-empirical reduction potential (target)</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually realised reduction</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Relation between empirical or (where available) actual reduction and theoretical potential | --- | --- |

| Reduction in life cycle stage(s) | Scope 1 and 2 | 3 |

---

3 Scope 1: All direct GHG emissions. Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions from consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam.
Table 2 Case "Office building". Summary of estimated potential for reduction in energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Case-specific input data extracted from the case study (page 38-42), other input data from literature or other sources.

**Case:** Office building, Volvo Real Estate

### Data for the calculations below:

**Actually realized reduction:** The office building described in the case had an energy consumption in 2010 of 65 kWh/m². The average energy of a comparable office building has been estimated to around 200 kWh per square meter and year (Volvo Global Magazine 2011). In the office building project the aim was to reach half of this, i.e. 100 kWh/m².

Assuming a floor area for the office in question of about 7000 m² (Weber 2015), the practical improvement aimed for was:

\[(200 * 7000) - (100 * 7000) = 700000 \text{ kWh}\]

In practice, the final energy consumption was better than expected (65 kWh/m²), and the actually realized improvement was:

\[(200 * 7000) - (65 * 7000) = 945000 \text{ kWh}\]

**Theoretical reduction potential:** Since there is no data available for total office area of Volvo Globally, we are using data for office buildings in Sweden as a theoretical comparison. According to SCB (2012), there is about 28,100,000 m² of office buildings in Sweden. Assuming 10% being (re)built every year, and the current average value being 121 kWh/m² (ES 2015:05), the theoretical improvement if these offices went from 121 kWh/m² to 65 kWh/m² corresponds to:

\[0.1*(28100000)*(121-65) = 157360000 \text{ kWh}\]

For the calculation of the targeted reduction in CO₂eq, we approximate all energy use to be district heating in Sweden, using an emission factor of 88.6 g CO₂eq/kWh (Gode et al 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GWh</th>
<th>kTon CO₂eq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yearly reduction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical reduction potential (10% of all offices in Sweden)</td>
<td>(157)</td>
<td>(13.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical/semi-empirical reduction potential (target for one single building)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually realized reduction (one single building)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between empirical or (where available) actual reduction and theoretical potential</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in life cycle stage(s)</td>
<td>Scope 1 and 2⁴</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

⁴ Scope 1: All direct GHG emissions. Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions from consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam.
Table 3 Case "Group objective on energy efficiency in production”. Summary of estimated potential for reduction in energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Case-specific input data extracted from the case study (page 45-48), other input data from literature or other sources.

**Case:** "Group objective on energy efficiency in production” Ludvika plant, ABB Group

**Data for the calculations below:**

*Theoretical reduction potential:* ABB has committed to reducing energy intensity by 20% per dollar of revenues in its own operations by 2020 from a 2013 baseline. This target includes both direct fuel consumption and the use of electricity and district heating for manufacturing processes and to operate buildings. The figures below represent the theoretical target for 2020 and onwards for the energy use at the plant in Ludvika, based on energy use in 2013 (72,000 MWh electricity, 2,200 MWh natural gas, 4,800 MWh oil and 7,700 MWh district heating), using current mix of energy carriers and a conservative approach of constant sales:

\[ 0.2 \times (72,000 + 2,200 + 4,800 + 7,700) = 17,400 \]

For the calculation of the yearly reduction of GHG emissions, emission factors from Gode et al (2011) have been used:

- Electricity mix Sweden 36.4 g CO₂eq/kWh
- Natural gas 248 g CO₂eq/kWh
- Oil Eo1 288 g CO₂eq/kWh
- District heating Sweden 88.6 g CO₂eq/kWh

*Actually realized reduction:* The actually realized reduction so far is 1,287 MWh electricity and refers to 2014 with 2013 as a baseline. For the calculation of the yearly reduction of GHG emissions, the emission factor for Swedish electricity mix above has been used. The payback period for different measures varied between 5 months and 7 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yearly reduction</th>
<th>GWh</th>
<th>kTon CO₂eq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical reduction potential (target 2020)</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical/semi-empirical reduction potential (target)</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually realised reduction</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between empirical or (where available) actual reduction and theoretical Potential</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in life cycle stage(s)</td>
<td>Scope 1 and 2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5 Scope 1: All direct GHG emissions. Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions from consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam.
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Table 4 Case “From selling energy efficient motors to selling energy service”. Summary of estimated potential for reduction in energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Case-specific input data extracted from the case study (page 48-51), other input data from literature or other sources.

**Case**: “From selling energy efficient motors to selling energy efficiency service” ABB Group

**Data for the calculations below:**

*Theoretical reduction potential*: The global savings in electricity from using ABB drives has been assessed to 445 TWh in 2013 (ABB, 2015b). From experience in ABB, the actually realized savings generally correspond to about 20% of the theoretical potential, which thus would amount to a theoretical reduction of, roughly, 2,200 TWh per year. If the revenues related to energy efficiency and renewable energy increased by 20% in 2020, and assuming the current rate of global savings in electricity from additional products and services, this would correspond to an increase in theoretical electricity savings globally at customer level to about 2,670 TWh per year in 2020.

*Semi-empirical reduction potential and actually realized reduction*: If the revenues related to energy efficiency and renewable energy increase by 20% in 2020, and making the same assumptions as above, the use of ABB drives would correspond to an increase in electricity savings globally from 445 TWh to 534 TWh per year.

For the calculation of the corresponding GHG emissions, emission factors for average European electricity mix (ESU services 2015) of 462 g CO₂eq/kWh (Gode et al 2011) have been used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yearly reduction</th>
<th>GWh</th>
<th>kTon CO₂eq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical reduction potential (target 2020)</td>
<td>2,670,000</td>
<td>1,234,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical/semi-empirical reduction potential (target 2020)</td>
<td>534,000</td>
<td>247,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually realised reduction (2013)</td>
<td>445,000</td>
<td>206,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between actual reduction and theoretical potential</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in life cycle stage(s)</td>
<td>Scope 3 ⁶</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁶ Scope 3: Other indirect emissions, such as the extraction and production of purchased materials and fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not owned or controlled by the reporting entity, electricity-related activities (e.g. T&D losses) not covered in Scope 2, outsourced activities, waste disposal, etc.
Table 5 Case “Target on reduced carbon footprint across the value chain”. Summary of estimated potential for reduction in energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Case-specific input data extracted from the case study (page 53-60), other input data from literature or other source

Case: Target on reduced carbon footprint across the value chain, AkzoNobel

Data for the calculations below:

Theoretical reduction potential: One of AkzoNobel’s sustainability targets is to reduce the carbon emissions across the value chain by 25 to 30% per ton by 2020 (2012 base). In 2014, AkzoNobel had a total carbon footprint of 26.9 million tons CO₂, of which 4 million tons was in own operations. A reduction with 25%-30% of the carbon footprint would then imply reduced carbon footprint with around 7 million tons CO₂e per year from 2020 on (assuming the same sales volumes 2020 as in 2014). Approximately 90% of the carbon footprint corresponds directly to energy use.

In the calculations below, the energy mix in the value chain is assumed to consist of European electricity:

7 million tons CO₂eq out of which 90% is related to energy => 6.3 million tons CO₂eq
Emission factor for European electricity = 0.462 kg CO₂eq/kWh
6 300 000 000 kg CO₂eq / 0, 462 kg CO₂eq/kWh = 13 600 000 000 kWh

Actually realized reduction: 2013 resulted in 2% reduction of carbon footprint cradle to grave per ton of sales, but in 2014, the result was an increase in carbon footprint with 4% compared to the 2012 baseline of 26.9 million tons of CO₂. This would imply a net increase of approximately 2% net increase compared to the 2012 baseline of 26.9 million tons CO₂:

Carbon footprint reduction (26.9-26.9 x 0.98 x 1.04) million tons CO₂eq = - 516,480 tons CO₂eq
90% is related to energy => 465,000 tons CO₂eq
Emission factor for European electricity 462 g CO₂eq/kWh
Realized reduction in 2014 = 465 000 000 / 0,462 = 1 006 000 000 kWh

For the calculation of the corresponding reduction in yearly energy use, emission factors for average European electricity mix (ESU services, 2015) of 462 g CO₂eq/kWh (Gode et al 2011) have been used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yearly reduction</th>
<th>GWh</th>
<th>kTon CO₂eq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical reduction potential (target 2020)</td>
<td>13,600</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical/semi-empirical reduction potential (target 2020)</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually realised reduction (2014)</td>
<td>-1,006</td>
<td>-516.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between empirical or (where available) actual reduction and theoretical potential</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in life cycle stage(s)</td>
<td>Scope 1-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6 Case “The Intersleek® eco-premium solution in marine coatings”. Summary of estimated potential for reduction in energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Case-specific input data extracted from the case study (page 61-66), other input data from literature or other source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case: Intersleek® marine coatings, AkzoNobel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data for the calculations below:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Theoretical potential:_ One scenario made by AkzoNobel shows that if all ships (that the coating is suitable for) were coated with Intersleek, CO₂ emissions worldwide could be reduced by 90 million tons each year (International Marine 2011).

_Semi-empirical potential:_ Current market uptake was estimated in the case study to be about 5%. Assuming that the 90 Mtons saving represent 100% of the possible market, a 5% uptake would lead to savings of 4,500,000 tons CO₂ annually.

_Actually realized potential:_ A more conservative calculation on Intersleek 900 alone, based on the information that at least 350 large ships were coated with Intersleek*900 in 2014 (Criminna and Pagliaro, 2015), and that a single large crude carrier may reduce its carbon dioxide emissions by 6,200 tonnes CO₂ per year by using Intersleek*900, gives about 2 Mton CO₂ savings achieved.

For the calculation of the corresponding energy use, an emission factor of 317 g CO₂eq/kWh for ship fuel from Gode et al (2011) has been used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yearly reduction</th>
<th>GWh</th>
<th>kTon CO₂eq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical reduction potential</td>
<td>284,000</td>
<td>90,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical/semi-empirical reduction potential</td>
<td>14,200</td>
<td>4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually realised reduction</td>
<td>6,850</td>
<td>2,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between actual reduction and theoretical Potential</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in life cycle stage(s)</td>
<td>Scope 3 ⁷</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

⁷ Scope 3: Other indirect emissions, such as the extraction and production of purchased materials and fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not owned or controlled by the reporting entity, electricity-related activities (e.g. T&D losses) not covered in Scope 2, outsourced activities, waste disposal, etc.
5.6 Impact on competitiveness

The potential competitive advantage of having a value chain perspective is often emphasized in literature (see, e.g. CPM, 2013; Greenovate!Europe, 2012, Sonnemann Margini, 2015), the rationale being cost savings in reduced energy, resources and emissions as well as enhanced image and possibilities of differentiation. Yet in each specific business case direct benefits are not always evident.

In the cases of this study, a general contribution to the overall companies’ image and stakeholder relation was more pronounced than direct benefits on the market. Still, we have seen that image could be substantial for success in major contracts and sustained positions on the market. Interviewees also point to the (growing) importance of demonstrating value chain actions and ambitions to investors and shareholders.

Taken together, a value chain perspective on energy efficiency seems to be of great importance for long term competitiveness in industry, yet still a challenge to identify and motivate in specific business situations.

5.7 Implications for policymaking

In the analysis above, we have seen several examples of barriers to life cycle energy efficiency. Some of them may be overcome by enablers found or created within the company – these are described in the “ways of working” above. The elimination or at least reduction of other barriers was found to call for policy action. However, the literature review, the case studies and the project workshop made it obvious that current national energy efficiency target and national climate impact targets do not account for energy use and climate impact in a life cycle perspective. Below, recommendations for policy making that came up during the project workshop are listed.

Most policy recommendations related to the theme of finding and sharing the life cycle benefits:

- Put legal requirements on life cycle energy efficiency on the relevant step in the value chain, and relate them to output (products or services provided) rather than production plants or units;
- Form platforms for long term cooperation; where industry, academia, NGO and policy actors can discuss, identify and create new ways for governance of value chain;
- Support (verbally and financially) global initiatives in the life cycle area e.g. between US and Europe such as global LCAccess, and involvement and support in standardization;
- Consult business before new regulations are developed and adopted, and harmonize regulation across authorities for consistency.

When it comes to the area of getting priorities in line, the following areas of recommendations for policy making were put forward:

- Make economic incentives and environmental impact coincide as described by Causean theory and the concept Value chain stewardship (see e.g. Cerin 2006);
- Transform or complement national targets on environment and energy use to life cycle based targets.
Set up processes for innovation procurement based on energy performance in a life cycle perspective

The two themes *Enable and encourage action, and seek or create a way forward* both represent mainly internal processes in the organization, on which policymaking might not be expected to provide so much direct influence. Yet, many of the suggestions of the other themes, such as demanding life cycle goals, facilitating sharing of risk and profit, creating forums for governance in supply chains etc. will also most likely have an impact on life cycle thinking being higher on the agenda of companies, indirectly facilitating the possibilities to find ways forward.

The act of policy can also be important in creating the sustainability leaders needed in industry, by encouraging life cycle thinking to be part of higher education curricula. It is also important to recognize that change takes time, and that policymakers are patient in their efforts, for example support not only research but also implementation/demonstration, and provide long term arenas for exchange and further development.

Additional recommendations to policy thus include:

- Support implementation and demonstration of research results
- Seek ways to integrate life cycle thinking in higher education, not only in science based curricula.
- Recognize that transition of large industries and systems takes time

6 Discussion and further work

This report points to the premises for large companies to further their role in extending the scope of optimization of energy use from a single operation to a full value chain. A range of different ways of working has been identified, in particular on how to proceed in the internal work of multinational corporations.

6.1.1 Practical implications

Although studied companies are knowledgeable in life cycle thinking since many years, and with strategic targets in place, many life cycle actions still show an ad-hoc nature. To take the next step, the results point to the need for truly making life cycle thinking a strategic issue, with the consequences that call for e.g. rethinking about collaborations in the value chain, key performance indicators, recruitment strategies and business models. To date many strategic ambitions exist in theory, but its operationalization is left to be performed by each unit separately within current priorities and practices, and in an organization with divergent contexts and deficient understanding of the implications for daily work.

Large multinational companies with strong brands are sometimes seen as having particular good conditions for life cycle management (Sonnemann et al. 2015). Yet it must be remembered that among thousands of employees, there are thousands of understandings, contexts and priorities. A company does not have one voice, but many, and changing logic takes time. The recommendation to express, or jointly develop, “what is in it for me” is as valid for actors in the value chain as it is for different functions of an organization.
Over and above these internal premises, that have been in focus in this study, is a need for a wider discussion in society, on who or what could and should coordinate entire value chains, and possible need for societal incentives for such development. What are the responsibilities, possibilities and rules of game to go from product and process improvement to changing sub-systems such as value chains, and, ultimately, changing the entire system in a socio-economic perspective, illustrated in figure 23.

Such a development will most likely require a discussion about who manages the life cycle, sustained arenas for joint development among industry, academia and policymakers, and further research on how to share risks and benefits within and across actors in the value chain.

![Figure 23. “From product improvement to transformative system innovation”, from Meidzinski (forthcoming) in Ecoinnovation Observatory (2013).](image-url)

6.1.2 Reflections in relation to literature

The studied companies in this report are all well experienced in LCM, with strategic capacity in top management support, strategies and goals for their life cycle ambitions, organizational capacity in senior LCA experts and tools in in-house sustainability departments and, finally, a key position in their value chains, all of which are important aspects for success according to the literature. And although many good examples can be reported on, there are still major barriers and obstacles for systematic action and radical results.

Life cycle thinking competes with many logics of a company and the utopian image of a common direction is hard to find. This is something that the literature often seems to overlook. We welcome more research on practical integration and adaptation of life cycle thinking in different kinds of corporate functions, as well as a discussion on who needs to know and do what in multinational companies: What roles and functions are most critical to address?
A wider understanding of the life cycle perspective is often claimed as important for progress, this report included. However, what is important in one life cycle is not necessarily so in another, and companies are part of many life cycles. In fact, operators’ understanding of the life cycle perspective of one product may even reduce the perceived need to work with issues less important in this life cycle, but vital in another context. Such discussion of intersecting life cycles, and of the mix of products and processes a company contributes to, is rarely found in the literature.

Literature on energy efficiency in value chains also needs to better describe and demonstrate the business benefits of this work. Such benefits are most often just taken for granted, but may be difficult to quantify and motivate in practice, not least with today's low energy prices. Governmental agencies indeed have a role in providing incentives, but researchers and businesses also need to come together to develop methods for finding, demonstrating and sharing life cycle benefits.

Finally, the above discussion on who are, or could be, the brokers and leaders for system innovation in entire value chains (or systems of life cycles), would also benefit from a further transdisciplinary exploration. There are a range of concepts touching upon this issue from different perspectives including e.g. focal companies (see e.g. Seuring, 2004; Kogg, 2009; Kovács, 2008), product chain organizations (see e.g. Baumann, Brunklaus, et al 2015), product stewardship (Hart, 1995; Hart and Milstein, 2003; Hart and Dowell, 2011), value chain stewardship (see e.g. Cerin, 2006) and governance of supply chains (see e.g. EU, 2015; CSR Vast, 2011; Zanden, 2015; Locke et al 2013).

7 Conclusions and recommendations

By studying organizational challenges for companies working with energy efficiency in value chains, this study has sought better understanding of why many companies still struggle with implementing life cycle management, despite good intentions to do so. With life cycle assessment (LCA) experts and tools in place, challenges may yet relate to intra-organizational aspects (like translations, tradeoffs and budgets) or lack of incentives and trust along the value chain. This study further explores such challenges, with particular interest in energy efficiency along the value chain, illustrated in figure 24.

![Figure 24. Some examples of premises, challenges and ways of working found in the study.](image-url)
Despite favorable conditions, many challenges exist. Strategic challenges include lack of translation from strategic to operational levels, and divergent views on what system to optimize. Intra-organizational challenges include diverse interpretations and priorities of the many employees, with their respective context and trade-offs. Examples of challenges along the value chain are split motivations and weak stakeholder interest. In the study a range of promising ways forward was identified, further explored below.

### 7.1 Recommendations to industry

There is no single way of working for increased energy efficiency in value chains, but many. Therefore, there is a need to work on many levels simultaneously, and at the same time adapt to the specific premises for each company. Although all case studies in this project were unique in their specific settings and results, similarities could be found in barriers and enablers experienced, resulting in four strategies for progress in which identified ways of working could be categorized.

#### 7.1.1 Find and share the life cycle benefits

Find and share the life cycle benefits relates to the procedure of extending the scope of optimization from a single company to entire value chains, and what implications this extended scope will have on business models and practices. This includes both a rethinking of the practices and scope of business of today, and how to deal with the sharing of risks and benefits with related actors. Identified ways of working relate to how companies can:

- **Optimize a broader system**, e.g. through setting energy efficiency targets on the entire value chain.

- **Challenge existing business models and practices**, including outsourcing, product portfolio strategies, and sales of products vs services

- **Deal with changed cost-benefit distribution**, in the value chain, through new models for the sharing of risk and profit, possibly with the assistance of a third party.

#### 7.1.2 Get focus and priorities in line

Getting focus and priorities in-line is based on the observation that many divergent focuses and priorities exist today acting as a barrier to life cycle work. Ways of working include managing complexity, as well as making life cycle thinking, both in environmental and economic terms, influence strategic decisions, prioritization, targets and KPIs.
• **Dare be strategic!** Life cycle thinking will not permeate company action in a systematic way unless strategic targets also show in company incentives and follow up.

• **Manage potentially conflicting goals**, such as possible tradeoffs between financial and environmental targets, but also among potentially competing environmental goals e.g. internal efficiency vs. life cycle improvements.

• **Formulate KPI and ensure follow up**, a challenging task that is surprisingly often neglected but powerful if performed well.

### 7.1.3 Encourage and enable understanding and action

The strategy of encouraging and enabling understanding and action points to the need of increasing knowledge and understanding of the life cycle perspective within the different functions of the organization, including the translation of strategic ambitions into operational work at different levels. Identified ways of working were:

• **Support in-house capacity and understanding**, by discussing rationales for engagement, invest in education and knowledge sharing and provide data for follow up and learning.

• **Assist in the transition from strategic to operative**, by recognizing the need for appointed translators, and adapting language and support to each function.

• **Boost motivation and commitment**, through e.g. pointing out what is unique, frequent follow up and appreciative attention to achievements made.
7.1.4 Seek or create a way forward

Seek or create a way forward is primarily about how to proceed internally when priorities, incentives and structures are not supportive enough as is. Identified ways of working to progress before formal structures are set include to:

- *Anticipate and meet reluctance and insecurity*, by proactively assisting with rationales and arguments, possibly with the use of third party actors.

- *Seek beneficial conditions*, such as a “fast lane” to interested managers, resources to a specific project, or co-development with other goals.

- *Start where it is possible*, e.g. by teaming up with partners showing interest, internally as well as in the value chain.

---

7.2 Potential for life cycle energy efficiency – theory and practice

From the quantification of life cycle energy efficiency measures and climate impact reductions in the case studies it was concluded that energy efficiency measures beyond own activities generally have higher energy efficiency potential than measures in own activities in the production of active products (e.g. products that require input and/or influence other products during the use phase). However, policy making is needed to unlock these more important energy efficiency potentials.

It was also concluded that the actual and/or semi-empirical energy efficiency potential is generally very much lower (10% or even less) than the theoretical potential.

7.3 Recommendations to policy

From a national authority point of view, it would be desirable to optimize the use of financial and other resources targeting increased energy efficiency and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. In this project we have shown that the potential for
improvements often is higher in value chains than in single operations. However, as life cycle stretches across actors and countries, policymaking need to consider how to transform national environmental targets and national energy use targets to life cycle environmental and energy use targets. Legal requirements can e.g. be set on life cycle energy efficiency, applied on the relevant step in the value chain, rather than production plants or units. Also policy can support global initiatives in the life cycle area such as standardization, incentives and regulations.

Policymakers have an important role to play in “getting priorities in line”, through making economic/market incentives and environmental impact coincide. One example is processes for innovation procurement based on energy performance in a life cycle perspective. Finally national and international governments can act as catalysts for wider system innovation by hosting forums for governance in supply chains, support not only research but also implementation and demonstration, and seek ways to integrate life cycle thinking in higher education.

7.4 Next step

This report points to the need and premises for companies to elaborate on their role in extending the scope of optimization of energy use from a single company to a value chain. A range of different ways of working has been identified, in particular on how to proceed in the internal work of multinational corporations. A PowerPoint presentation illustrating ways of working identified in this project has been developed to assist in the internal dialogue in industry and other interested organizations.

To this end, it must also be recognized that change in value chains is not the work by single actors. More profound changes are needed in the entire system of actors, to go from product or process improvement to system innovation. Important questions to discuss include who can and should be the “agent of change” for such development, how risks and profits can be demonstrated and shared and what societal incentives might be needed. These are hopefully areas for further research and joint developments between industry, academia, institutes and governmental agencies.
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9 Appendix A – Interview guide

The interview guide includes an introduction to the research project, cases, and publishing issues, as well as the following areas and questions:

9.1.1 Interviewees’ relation to the case

- What do you do as xxx / what do you normally work with?
- In what way were you involved in the particular case?

9.1.2 Initiative and drivers

- What prompted this project? Why did you make the change / project?
- Who took the initiative? Why did it come from this person / group?
- Who made the case progress?
- What did you achieve?
- Was it linked to any goal or strategy in the company?
- Did the project have any explicit environmental or energy ambitions?
- Did you have management support? If so, how?

9.1.3 Actions/process including barriers and drivers

- Tell us about the process of running the case.
- What decisions, events etc. were part of the case?
- Did you make use of any tools, process descriptions etc.?
- Which actors and departments / functions were involved?
- Was this the right constellation? What other constellation would have been better?
- Over what time period did the case run?
- Who appreciated and supported the project? What were the reasons for this support?
- Was there any resistance? From whom and why?
- How did you handle difficulties?
- What was successful and what was not possible to implement?
- Affected the case any KPIs? Which ones and how?

9.1.4 Recommendations

- (How) would you like to work with similar issues in the future?
- Do you have any Suggestions of changes if it would be done again?
- What would make management more motivated to work with this type of action? (What guidance is intended to have in mind?)
- What would make employees more motivated to work with this type of action? (Which aims to have in mind?)
- What would encourage more employees to participate?
- Would it be desirable? If so, why?

9.1.5 Effects on energy and environment:

- What were the de facto impacts on resources, materials, emissions to air and water, waste, energy, type of energy, etc. in a life cycle perspective?
What would the potential results have been (on energy and environment) if everything went as expected?

9.1.6 Effect on competitiveness

(How) has this case affected the company's competitiveness such as financial result, company credibility, relationships with stakeholders, changed business models, conditions for sustainable competitiveness and possibilities of meeting customer demand in the future?

Did the case have any impact on the competitiveness of other actors in the value chain?
10 Appendix B – Workshop results

Results from workshop October 21, 2015, on preliminary results with participating companies and additional industry and governmental representatives.

Numbers in parenthesis are an indication of the relative importance of each aspect within each category, as signaled by the workshop delegates.

10.1.1 Find and share the life cycle benefits

Identified ways of working

- Target targets outside your own control (2)
- Find or create a “broker” for information and profit (5)
- Rethink scope of business (3)
- Embrace the need for changes in markets or product mix (1)
- Identifying “What is in it for me” (2)
- Translate it to the appropriate stakeholder’s own language (12)
- Early business planning for LCT (Easier to include in new products, new technologies, new business) (4)

Recommendations to policymakers/agencies

- Find hot spot areas
- Stimulate for LCT (1)
- Incentives for life cycle entrepreneurs (2)
- Be a platform for long term cooperation (7)
- Support implementation of research (4)

10.1.2 Enable and encourage understanding and action

Identified ways of working

- Frequent follow up and attention (2)
- Education/capacity building (2)
- Translators
- Get visual examples (also need of “bad” examples internally”)
- Translation to “What is in it for me” expressed in a language familiar to the receive such as economic terms (11)
- Sustainability should be an own function in the company (and will be followed up as such) (1)
- Regular follow up by top management (4)
- Embed in existing processes/business models (1)
- More education in society at large
- Apply science based targets (2)
- Assure that the new service-related business models relate to economic results (e.g. so the economic model is not still only based on selling products) (5)
• Core values should be part of personal profile of top management (recruitment)
  (2)

Recommendations to policymakers/agencies
• Put legal requirements on the relevant place in the value chain (focal company,
  consumer organisations may also be stronger than single customers)(7)
• Relate demands to products/services rather than production units (7)

10.1.3 Get priorities in line

Identified ways of working
• Recognize the need for life cycle thinking to influence strategic decisions (5)
• Adopt KPI and responsibilities to a LC system (4)
• Get help from outside NGOs, standards, etc (2)
• Find hot-spots; what makes best use (3)
• Find the appropriate value chain/value cluster
• Risk perspective: analyze costs for the customer and the customers’ customer (6)
• Look at science-based targets (1)
• Clear goals and targets for KPI (5)

Recommendations to policymakers/agencies
• Innovation/procurement based on environmental performance (in a life cycle
  perspective) (1)
• Make economic incentives and environmental impact coincide (Value chain
  stewardship (VCS), Coursean Theory)) (6)
• National environmental targets => National life cycle environmental targets (4)
• Life cycle thinking aspects in higher education not only in science based
  curricula (3)

10.1.4 Seek or create a way forward

Identified ways of working
• Start where it is possible (6)
• Team up with likeminded, even if you need to “jump” among the actors in the
  value chain
• Anticipate and meet uncertainty (1)
• Harmonize goals and how work is done in companies (6)
• Formalize the function “sustainability leader” should have business and
  environmental background (2)
• Use a selling language
• Understand that change takes time: Factories are made, investments, people have their jobs…
• Sell function, many profit has to be allocated through the supply chain (8)
• Have the language of the purchasers and the sellers
• Education and knowledge sharing (5)
• Forward questions and wishes up to sales persons and marketing people (1)

Recommendations to policymakers/agencies

• Collaborate with companies before new laws are set (4)
• Better life cycle perspective in e.g. GRI, Dow Jones et (5)
• Authorities collaborate so that you have the same message/approach to companies so we can be proactive for future legislation (1)
• Authorities support (verbally and in cash) global initiatives in the life cycle field e.g. between US and Europe such as global LCA access, involvement and support in ISO/SIS etc. (4)
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